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Foreword

For Glasgow Women’s Library, this publication marks an exciting development in a long 

history which has featured equal measures of protest and celebration. Over 29 years, GWL

has grown from a gathering of determined outsider voices, unpaid and without professional

support, to the accredited collection of recognised national significance it is today. GWL was

conceived in 1990 – the year when Glasgow was the officially designated European City of

Culture – in order to provide international audiences with an alternative view of culture to

that offered by the overwhelmingly white and male narrative on offer. In short, we’re here 

to protest absence and celebrate the differences offered by a view of women’s history and

creativity.  

Given this history, it is heartening when institutions with a significantly different lineage 

like the National Trust for Scotland reach out, through the agency of equally determined 

individuals like Ben Reiss and Antonia Laurence-Allen, in order to challenge existing 

representation practices. The collaboration between the two organisations was initiated with

this desire: to explore how the National Trust for Scotland could begin to do justice to the

rich and long history of women and photography, as well as interrogate the erasures and 

absences that feature in institutional memories of the subject. In this way, the symposium

was wholeheartedly a dialogue between different perspectives. The Trust opened up the

process of hosting the symposium to GWL and involved us in all aspects, from writing 

the call, to organising and selecting papers as themes emerged, and finally in making the 

incredible variety of research- and practice-based responses public. It is apt then that the

title Ways of Seeing is also an acknowledgment of a dialogue: the dialogue on photography

undertaken over many decades between the cultural theorist John Berger and the 

influential philosopher, political activist and photography critic Susan Sontag.

Through this call and response process with the Trust I have personally learned much about

the inventiveness of women creatives, from their experiments in developing the form to the

continuing insights of contemporary practitioners. Time and time again the contributions that

follow highlight the subtle weaving of relationships that underpin photographic documents,

revealing layered histories and a complexity of perspectives too often overlooked. Finally,

this collection brings to light an impressive variety of social practices that sit alongside 

photographic methods, negotiated by women in front of and behind the lens. At GWL we

feel there is still much work to be done to bring these brilliant practices and histories, along

with others, to wider consciousness, but there is also so much to celebrate and learn, not

least within the pages that follow. 

Caroline Gausden

Development Worker for Curating, Programming, 

Partnerships and Participation at Glasgow Women’s Library



Foreword

This special edition of Studies in Photography is the result of the second Morton Photography

Symposium, held at the Glasgow Women’s Library on 29 October 2020, and generously

funded by the Morton Charitable Trust. We are delighted to be able once again to publish

the proceedings. 

As a member of the Scottish Society for the History of Photography (SSHoP), Ben Reiss, 

Morton Photography Project Curator at National Trust for Scotland was instrumental in 

bringing this important topic to a wider audience. The planning and delivery of the 

conference brought together two important Scottish Institutions, the Glasgow Women’s 

Library and the National Trust for Scotland. Together they succeed in highlighting and 

honouring the engagement of women in the practice of photography, by providing the 

platform for scholars to present a wide range of research- and practice-based material.

COVID-19 constraints required this conference to be delivered digitally, making it accessible

both to participants and the wider public.

The symposium provided an excellent opportunity to discuss the rich history of women and

photography, with images from the past; to consider their meaning and to publish the results

for a wider audience – inspired by the Trust’s major photographic collections, which feature

many women as takers, collectors, preservers or subjects of photography. Prominent 

examples include the images taken by folklorist Margaret Fay Shaw, the family albums 

compiled by Violet May Brodie (née Hope) and the hundreds of photographs - many of

which depict women - collected and kept by Glaswegian Miss Agnes Toward. The story of

women and photography is complex. We only have to think about the role of Jessie Mann;

was she collaborator, colleague or assistant to David Octavius Hill and Robert Adamson?

Possibly, she was all three. Although women were the true authors of many outstanding 

images, their role has often obscured by their description as assistants to male practitioners.

When they do emerge from behind the camera, we gain deeper insights into the issues and

ideas that concern them, revealing new and often thought-provoking material. Establishing

and explaining context is therefore crucial, and the National Trust for Scotland has been 

at the forefront of this work, looking particularly at images held in their own collections.

I would like to thank the National Trust for Scotland for their support and the Morton 

Charitable Trust for their ongoing commitment to the study and advancement of photography

in Scotland; also the National Trust for Scotland Foundation USA, particularly Jeannie 

Campbell Redpath Becton, for particular support of this symposium and edition of Studies in

Photography; and finally the scholars who took part in the symposium and whose papers

have made this publication possible.

Alexander Hamilton

Co-Editor, Studies in Photography

Copies of the publication are available from www.studiesinphotography.com 
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There are many more women connected to photography at the Trust than I can mention

here, and many more to be discovered as well. The images of these women breathe life 

into our places and can help institutions like the Trust improve at putting women of all 

backgrounds at the centre of the stories we tell about our history.

Second Morton Photography Project 
Symposium 

‘Ways of Seeing’: 
Women and Photography in Scotland

Ben Reiss 

Morton Photography Project Curator, 

National Trust for Scotland
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This special edition of Studies in Photography contains the papers presented at the symposium

‘Ways of Seeing: Women and Photography in Scotland’. The symposium was the result of a

long and fruitful collaboration between the National Trust for Scotland and Glasgow Women’s

Library. This is the first time the two organisations have worked together, and despite the

challenges thrown up by COVID-19, the collaboration proved to be a great success.

The symposium was originally scheduled to happen in person at Glasgow Women’s Library

in April 2020, but was postponed and hosted online by the Library as a result of COVID-19.

Although we were disappointed not to be able to welcome people in person, the online 

nature of the revised event allowed for even more attendees, and well over 100 people

were present during the three panels.

‘Ways of Seeing: Women and Photography in Scotland’ was 

inspired by the photographic collections at the Trust and the

Women’s Library, which feature many women as takers, 

collectors, preservers or subjects of photography. At the Trust

alone these women include the folklorist Margaret Fay Shaw 

on the island of Canna, the aristocrat Violet Brodie at Brodie

Castle and the Glaswegian typist Agnes Toward of the 

Tenement House.

Lady Blanche Drummond of Castle Fraser compiled albums of

cartes de visite; Elizabeth, Duchess of Gordon, of Brodie Castle

created a photo album of her friends and faithful servants; 

Elizabeth Hornel and numerous, largely nameless models 

feature in the photographic collection at Broughton House that

helped make Edward Atkinson Hornel a rich and successful

artist. We also care for the domestic photographic collections

of Lady Antonia Dalrymple of Newhailes House and Lady Mary

Victoria Douglas-Hamilton of Brodick Castle.

Below:
Figure 1: 
A page from one of 
Violet Brodie’s 
photograph albums with
photographs from the
now demolished 
Rosehaugh House on the
Black Isle; Violet can be
seen in the top left image,
c.1890–1900, 
Brodie Castle 73.8194.1.25.
© National Trust for 
Scotland

Above:
Figure 2: 
Margaret Fraser at 
Aliwal North, South Africa,
c.1890–1900, 
Brodie Castle
73.8194.1.31.5. 
© National Trust for 
Scotland



Right:
Figure 4: 
Lady Eleanor Brodie 
reclining on a couch,
1866-75, 
Brodie Castle 
73.8262.33.1. 
© National Trust for 
Scotland
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work throughout the Museum’s early photographic records, and links her to other women

photographers working in museums at the time, such as Jane Clifford at the Madrid Royal

Armoury.

After these papers come the first two ‘Shutter Speed’ papers. These have been derived from

short talks pre-recorded and played to attendees during the symposium. The talks were 

included to cover as much ground as possible, as we knew there were far more stories than

we would have time to hear full papers on. Our first Shutter Speed paper comes from Roddy

Simpson, and introduces Jessie Mann, a collaborator and colleague of David Octavius Hill

and Robert Adamson. Next, Ashleigh Black and Áine Larkin of the University of Aberdeen

discuss George Washington Wilson’s depictions of Newhaven fishwives.

The next set of papers all come from the second panel of the symposium, which looked at

contemporary photography projects and how community groups working with photography

can reveal women’s stories both past and present. Sarah Kudirka looks at the many 

restrictions women photographers face in their practice, and how this impacts the photos

which are (and aren’t) taken. She seeks to provoke greater thought about what practical 

barriers women photographers have to contend with that may have influenced the images

photographic historians get to see.

In the next paper, Katie Gander (from Age Craft in Sussex) discusses a project run with 

mothers of children and young people with special educational needs and learning 

disabilities. The project provided a safe, inclusive space where these women could explore

their creativity. They used a historic collection of personal photographs as a jumping-off

point for their own photographic practice, and Gander looks at how the gender of the 

participants impacted their engagement with photography.

‘Ways of Seeing’: 

Women and Photography in Scotland

Ben Reiss 
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Elizabeth Fulhame, a chemist working in Scotland in the late 18th century, demonstrates

how the story of women and photography in Scotland goes back to the medium’s earliest

developments. Her book An Essay on Combustion, published in 1794, was highly regarded at

the time, and her observations and experiments were a major step forward in the history of

chemistry. Particularly relevant to us today is her work on light-sensitive chemicals, which

anticipated later, now much better-known discoveries in photography. Presciently, she wrote

in An Essay on Combustion:

censure is perhaps inevitable; for some are so ignorant that they grow

sullen and silent and are chilled with horror at the sight of any thing that

bears the semblance of learning, in whatever shape it may appear; and

should the spectre appear in the shape of woman, the pangs which they

suffer are truly dismal.1

The first two papers tackle the way that two of these 

institutions – the National Trust for Scotland and the 

Victoria and Albert Museum – have not done full justice

to stories of women and photography in their collections.

Lily Barnes uses photograph albums compiled by the

folklorist Margaret Fay Shaw to interrogate how the 

Trust can better interpret photographic images of 

working-class figures across our collections. Her paper

deconstructs existing approaches to Shaw’s images, 

and shows how the context of her albums is crucial to 

understanding her images. Barnes goes on to apply

some lessons learned through this practice to albums

cared for by the Trust at Brodie Castle.

Erika Lederman then explores the experiences of the first woman to head the photography

service at the South Kensington Museum (now the V&A), Isabel Agnes Cowper, and the way

she has been lost from the institutional record. Her paper uncovers evidence of Cowper’s

Below:
Figure 3: 
A page of one of 
Margaret Fay Shaw’s 
photograph albums,
showing postcard style
views of tourist attractions
including the Giant’s
Causeway, Bushmills,
Northern Ireland, 
c.1926-1927, 
Canna House
2019.13124.56. 
© National Trust for 
Scotland

The stories of women like Elizabeth Fulhame, and all of the others that I have mentioned,

and the many more that I have not, have too often been censured, marginalised, erased

and forgotten. Major national institutions have been guilty of passive or even active 

complicity in this in the past, although matters are slowly changing for the better. 

The papers in this journal are hopefully a step in the right direction.



Above left:
Figure 6: 
Margaret Fay Shaw; 
Bean Iain Chlachair 
(Mary Campbell, 
Mrs Iain Campbell) using 
a drop spindle, 
c.1930, 
Canna House 
2018.10004. 
© National Trust for 
Scotland

Above right:
Figure 7: 
Margaret Fay Shaw; 
Màiri Anndra 
(Màiri MacRae) 
whitewashing Taigh Màiri
Anndra, her house on
South Uist, 
c.1931, 
Canna House 
2018.10352. 
© National Trust for 
Scotland
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The journal finishes with two final Shutter Speed papers. Deborah Ireland reveals the story 

of the amateur photographer Hannah Jane Dunlop. She shows how Dunlop actively engaged

with photographic groups around Glasgow, and how photos she took won awards and were

exhibited around the United Kingdom. Lastly, Lydia Heeley and Weitian Liu of the University

of St Andrews dig deeper into the photographic archive of Edinburgh-based social 

documentary photographer Franki Raffles. They examine what it means to reinterpret 

the collection through its materiality, not just its imagery.

Throughout the journal, several common themes crop up repeatedly. The double nature 

of the waged and unwaged work that women undertake – both in front of and behind the

camera – is ever-present. The visibility of women as both photographers and subjects, 

as well as the nuances of how we read those images of women we do have, is another 

recurring thread. Ultimately, every paper deals in some way with the limitations placed on

women and photography, from its earliest conception to the present day.

The symposium forms part of the Trust’s Morton Photography Project – supported by the

Morton Charitable Trust – and received generous additional support from the National Trust

for Scotland Foundation USA, particularly Jeannie Campbell Redpath Becton.

1. Elizabeth Fulhame, An Essay on Combustion with a view to a New Art of Dying and Painting (London: J. Cooper, 1794), p.xi.

Above:
Figure 5: 
Camille Silvy; 
Louisa Frederica Augusta
von Alten, known as the
Double Duchess, 
c.1860, 
Brodie Castle
73.8400.45.2. 
© National Trust for 
Scotland
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The final paper to come from this panel is by Caroline 

Armstrong and Margaret Drysdale (both from Women 

In Focus In Edinburgh), who write about a project that used

photography to insert cardboard ‘statues’ of women into

public spaces across Edinburgh. Women are hugely 

under-represented in public statuary in Edinburgh (and 

further afield) and the authors look at how this project, and

other photographic activities, attempt to give women an

equal placement in public discourse.

Following the paper by Drysdale and Armstrong, two further

Shutter Speed papers explore two popular but very different

forms of Victorian photography. First, Sheila Masson 

conducts a visual analysis of the ‘quick and dirty’ tintype, 

and looks at what it can tell us about working-class Victorian

women. Audrey Rose Mizzi then takes us to the other end 

of the social spectrum with an exploration of aristocratic

cartes de visite in the collection of the National Trust for

Scotland at Brodie Castle.

In the next article, Caroline Douglas challenges us to 

‘de-gender’ the photography canon, and writes about using

her own photographic practice to amplify the voice of Elizabeth Johnston Hall, one of the

Newhaven fishwives photographed by David Octavius Hill and Robert Adamson. Douglas 

focuses particularly on an image taken just before or after the famous photograph of Hall,

one that subverts the traditional narrative surrounding the ‘Newhaven Madonna’.

Arielle Murphy continues the theme of Scottish working-class women with an introduction 

to the work of the American photographer Bruce Davidson. Murphy concentrates on how

Davidson represented these women at work, and the particular outsider’s view that he

brought to his studies of his Scottish subjects.

To bring the journal full circle, Jenny Brownrigg compares photographs taken by Margaret

Fay Shaw with those taken by Violet Banks and M.E.M. Donaldson. Brownrigg finds similarities

in tone and subject matter across all three photographers, and looks at how the way these

women were embedded in the communities they photographed affected their work.

‘Ways of Seeing’: 

Women and Photography in Scotland

Ben Reiss 



Right:
Figure 2: 
Margaret Fay Shaw;
Angus John Campbell 
and Dòmhnall MacRath 
(Donald MacRae) 
thatching the roof of 
Taigh Màiri Anndra 
(Màiri MacRae’s house),
South Uist, 
c.1930, 
Canna House 
2018.10014. 
© National Trust for 
Scotland
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Following from this lead, Shaw’s biography is presented by the Trust as an example of 

successful assimilation. Her physical relocation to the Western Isles, the connections she

forged with the people there, and her commitment to learning the Gaelic language ensure

that her work is understood from the standpoint of her genuine empathy with the people 

of the Hebrides, and her advocacy for their way of life, culture and language.

The photographs from Shaw’s collection that are

most frequently published by the Trust are those

that best represent these themes – especially the

images produced on South Uist during the years

1929–35, when she was living with and being 

mentored by the MacRae sisters, Pèigi and Màiri 

(for example, figure 8).2 This was the period of her life

when Shaw was most physically embedded within

the island community. Her literal proximity allowed

first-hand access to the people of Uist,3 and 

presented opportunities to photograph their daily

lives and, often, daily tasks. As such, images of the

working-class ‘crofter fishermen’4 of the early 1930s

undertaking their various labours have come to 

represent Shaw’s collection.

These images of islanders engaged in traditional, pre-mechanised occupations, coupled

with the overwhelmingly positive narrative of Shaw’s interaction with their communities 

promote a pervasive sense of nostalgia. This is reinforced by publications – by the Trust 

and others – discussing the collection and frequently invoking it as a window to the ‘lost’,5

the ‘vanished’6 and the ‘long since gone’.7 These emphasise a romanticised presentation 

of a past frozen by Shaw’s lens even as it was sliding, inevitably yet tragically, towards its 

demise. Through the fact of their survival, Shaw’s photographs of an isolated, rural past 

are framed as previous evidence of a history both positive and, ultimately, gone.8

The collection

The bulk of Shaw’s collection exists as loose negatives and prints, approximately 4,500 and

1,100 respectively. Though, over the years, these individual objects have been inventoried

and ordered, for the most part they exist without curation as a series of discrete objects. 

However, a further 1,000 of Shaw’s prints were pasted by her into albums. In contrast to the

loose material discussed above, these photographs exist in constant conversation with their

own construction. Their inclusion in a physical album insists that the viewer consider the

process of curation, selection and arrangement necessitated by this assemblage, viewing

the album as a cultural object in its own right.9 It is impossible to approach a photo album

without remembering the hand of the album’s maker which, when they are also the 

photographer, also insists that this presence is noted in the images themselves. 

16

Histories of work and working-class people are largely under-represented in the 

photographic collections of the National Trust for Scotland. 

One notable exception to this is the Margaret Fay Shaw Collection, with its strong emphasis

on the rural working class of the Hebrides at the beginning of the 20th century. However,

though these images themselves have been frequently published and discussed by the

Trust, the significance of the class difference between subjects and photographer, and the

implications this has for the changing prevalence of images of work within the collection, 

remain underexplored. 

This paper aims to challenge the Trust’s presentation of its photographic collections, using

the subjects of work and working-class people to present an alternate way of seeing the

Margaret Fay Shaw Collection. I intend to limit my scope to the photographs 

included in Shaw’s under-discussed photo albums, following these themes

through her early photographic practice. I argue that, by considering these 

albums in terms of what they tell us about Shaw’s relationship to work and

class – both personally and in terms of her photography – we engage more

critically and meaningfully with her collection. (For more on the photography 

of Margaret Fay Shaw, see Jenny Brownrigg’s paper, pp.106-17 of this issue.) 

Margaret Fay Shaw (1903–2004)

Margaret Fay Shaw was an American musician, folklorist and photographer.

She relocated to Scotland permanently in 1929, living on South Uist until her

marriage to historian and folklorist John Lorne Campbell (1906–1996) in 1935.

The pair then established a home on Barra, purchasing the Isle of Canna 

in 1938, where Shaw lived until her death. As in this brief biography, our 

interpretation of Shaw is largely rooted in her various geographical contexts

within the Hebrides.1 She is understood and presented as a historical figure

whose presence in Scotland overtook their origins elsewhere.

“You’ll never live like common people” 
Depictions of work and working-class people 
in photograph albums 
from the National Trust for Scotland

Lily Barnes 

Morton Photography Project Documentation and Digitisation Officer, 

The National Trust for Scotland

Below:
Figure 1: 
Margaret Fay Shaw 
at Inishmore 
(possible self-portrait),
1930, 
Canna House 2018.11648.
Though taken in Ireland
rather than Scotland, this
photograph is often used
to represent Shaw and
her collections, and has
appeared previously in
the Winter 2018 edition of
Studies in Photography. 
© National Trust for 
Scotland
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Travel and leisure are central themes in Shaw’s early photography. The kinds of photographic

subjects which Shaw was drawn to at this stage in her life are very different from her later

views of South Uist – and by extension from what the Trust presents as the Margaret Fay

Shaw Collection. They reveal a desire to collect the picture-postcard views one would 

associate, even today, with a trip around Scotland. Photographs of work and working-class

people are conspicuous in their scarcity.

For decades commercial photographers had created and sold images of well-known 

Scottish landmarks, encouraging ‘armchair and potential travellers, who possessed the 

financial means’ to recreate the routes between them.10 The idea of Shaw casually interacting

with both photography and Scotland as a consumer, a collector and a tourist (figure 5) as

well as a maker is at odds with the Trust’s institutional portrayal of her as a ground-breaking

photographer (although she could occupy both roles). Rather than an empathetic and 

embedded meditation on trusted friends, known landscapes and appreciated practices,

here we see Shaw consuming, purchasing and curating the novel, the foreign and the exotic.

Above:
Figure 5: 
A page of one of Shaw’s
albums, showing an iconic
Scottish view of the 
Forth Bridge, 
North Queensferry, 
c.1921, 
Canna House
2019.13120.30. 
© National Trust for 
Scotland
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This paper will concentrate on three albums – one which deals with the

period and themes I have just described, and two others (figure 3) which

were produced earlier and, I argue, offer a different perspective on 

the collection as a whole. In so doing, I want to demonstrate that, by 

examining the theme of work and class within and across these albums,

the narrative hitherto presented by the Trust regarding Shaw’s life can

be problematised and challenged in order to present a richer and more

nuanced view of this historic collection.

The albums

These albums have the potential to change the way we discuss Shaw herself, and in turn to

reconsider her relationships with her photographic subjects. The institutional voice used by

the Trust – with its nostalgic gravitation towards South Uist – tends to present Shaw as she

appears in figure 1: embedded in a remote landscape, capturing an unmediated view of 

her experiences through her lens. The earlier albums, however, enable us to see Shaw’s

photographic practice in the context of her origins outside the Hebrides.

One image (figure 4), from an album dating

to the early 1920s, shows Shaw crossing the

Atlantic on board the TSS Columbia,

travelling from New York in order to attend 

St Bride’s School, Helensburgh. It is evidence

of a central and often minimised facet 

of Shaw’s biography: her privilege. Shaw’s

background, her marriage to an Argyll 

aristocrat and her co-ownership of an island

are not secrets. However, though these facts

of her biography have not escaped retelling,

they have escaped critical engagement and

discussion. This photograph reminds us that

her background as the scion of Pittsburgh

steel magnates provided her with the 

resources to fund transatlantic travel and 

a private, overseas education.

“You’ll never live like common people” 

Lily Barnes 

Above:
Figure 3: 
Shaw’s album 
2019.13120, containing 
248 prints created 
following Shaw’s arrival in
Britain in the early 1920s,
various locations across
Scotland. The other 
albums under discussion
are 2019.13124 
(containing 241 prints of
locations across Scotland
and Northern Ireland from
Shaw’s tour of Britain,
1926–27) and 2019.10784
(containing 102 prints 
created following Shaw’s
relocation to the 
Hebrides, 1929–34). 
Canna House 
© National Trust for 
Scotland

Right:
Figure 4: 
Margaret Fay Shaw 
on board the 
TSS Columbia, 1921,
Canna House
2019.13120.3.5. 
© National Trust for 
Scotland
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The albums also provide evidence that these behaviours and themes remained part of

Shaw’s photographic practice into the late 1920s. In an album dated to 1926–27, Shaw 

continues to collect touristic views of well-known places across the British Isles, following

her earlier visits to Arthur’s Seat with forays to the Giant’s Causeway. This jump across 

the Irish Sea is also indicative of Shaw’s adherence to roads well travelled, as Ireland was

framed as a fashionable destination in the early 1930s, particularly for upper- and 

middle-class women travelling by bike, as Shaw often did.11

In the Hebrides, and specifically on Barra and Skye, the checklist ‘must-see’ views are still

present; however, through Shaw’s lens these do begin to be mediated by evidence of 

work and working people. The photograph in the top left of the page shown here (figure 6) 

is a view over the working docks at Castlebay, looking towards Kisimul Castle. Shaw’s 

concentration on the castle over industry in her annotations minimises evidence of 

contemporary working people in favour of the visible signs of a romanticised past that 

revolved around the island’s ruling class. Overall, though the theme of work is apparent

here, the presentation of these prints in the album reduces the practical realities of island

life to picturesque vignettes. Signs of the working people of the islands are reframed and

repackaged in order to foreground the experiences of Shaw and her wealthy companions.

“You’ll never live like common people” 

Lily Barnes 

Right:
Figure 6: 
A page of one of 
Shaw’s albums showing
photographs taken by
Shaw in and around
Castlebay, Barra, 
c.1926–27, 
Canna House
2019.13124.3. 
Shaw’s captions link the
print of the horse and cart
to the delivery of herring
barrels at the dock, 
highlighting Barra’s fishing
industry. However, they
also serve to foreground
the identity of her friends,
naming them while 
islanders remain 
anonymous. 
© National Trust for 
Scotland
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Another page (figure 7) contains two photographs from a visit to Skye which epitomise this

phenomenon. Both images show Shaw’s travelling companions enjoying a boat trip around

the coast of the island. Each of the companions is named, and the photograph has been

taken twice so that everybody can be included. The two men in the background are present

in both images. These photographs exist as negatives elsewhere in the collection, but within

the album Shaw’s captions cast them in an entirely different light.12 Shaw initially describes

them with reference to their location (as ‘Skymen’ (sic)) and then in terms of their occupation

(as ‘owners of the boat’). This brings to the fore ideas of property, ownership and the 

economic transaction leading to the events depicted in the photograph, making explicit

Shaw’s ability to pay others to facilitate her experience of the islands. 

In contrast to Shaw’s South Uist photographs, in which islanders are given pride of place,

here we see working-class people, in the act of working, literally pushed into the background,

acting – in the same way as a Highland cow or a mountainous landscape – as a set on which

the tourists perform the foreign-ness of their location, rather than interacting with its people,

its culture and its customs as Shaw would later do. These photographs, and Shaw’s curation

of them, afford these men neither name nor agency, while foregrounding her identity and

that of her friends as privileged foreign travellers.

Right:
Figure 7: 
A page of one of 
Shaw’s albums showing
photographs taken by
Shaw on Skye, 
c.1926–27, 
Canna House
2019.13124.17. 
Top left print, back row:
two unidentified men,
Beatrice Hodge; front row:
Dr Katharine (Kay) Shaw,
Elizabeth (Biddy) Shaw,
Dan MacLeod/
Iain M.M. MacLean, and
Jessica (Jessie) Stinson. 
In the bottom right print,
Margaret Fay Shaw 
takes the place of 
Dr Katharine Shaw. 
© National Trust for 
Scotland
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home, language and traditions with Shaw. Despite, or perhaps because of, the strength of

this relationship, it is interesting to consider what Shaw chose to share with someone of her

own class. We must consider whether Shaw referred to MacRae as her landlady because

their friendship had yet to develop, or if she actively chose to spotlight their economic 

relationship – and, by extension, their social disparity – believing it to be more relevant 

in helping her correspondent to understand the context of the print.

Our perspective on Shaw’s South Uist photographs changes when we consider that many 

of them were created around the same time as this letter.13 Prompted by her albums, it is

crucial to think about this Shaw when we examine her collection, and to think critically about

her position on Uist, and the implicit power dynamic between her and her subjects. When

work and working-class people are so important to the interpretation of this collection, the

fact that the person photographing them is from a vastly different and more powerful social

class is essential to their meaning.

Once we understand Shaw in terms of her privilege, we can identify its opposite in her 

subjects. While romanticised within our institutional presentation of Shaw’s history, the

poverty of the crofters she photographed is equally essential to our understanding of these

images. In underexploring Shaw’s socio-economic difference from her subjects, the Trust’s

narrative of assimilation positions

her as their equal, as a conduit for

an unmediated, neutral and natural

depiction of their lives. We see

these people totally at ease, rather

than imagining what they were

thinking as Shaw photographed

them as they ploughed, dug, span

and sailed (figure 10). We forget

that – just as she curated her 

albums – Shaw could have given

them direction or instruction in

order to create the perfect image.

When we overlook Shaw’s difference from her subjects we forget to question what it 

meant that – although she was living in this community and helping to record its traditional

knowledge – she had the resources to remove herself from this context of poverty, 

something her subjects could never do. By viewing Shaw as assimilated with the working-

class people of the Hebrides, her collection is presented as a survival of the vernacular

voice. By interrogating the selections, groupings and annotations in her albums, we are able

to revive the context her photographs were created in. We are able to see her interactions

with her subjects and their world as they were in the present, rather than in relation to our 

institutional narrative. I argue that this allows us to present richer, more complex and more
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Once the albums have prompted this idea, we can begin to recognise this theme in the

wider collection. An image of Màiri MacRae standing outside her house on South Uist in the

early 1930s (figure 8) exists in multiple forms across the collection. What makes this particular

loose print of it relevant to this discussion is a letter on the reverse, penned by Shaw to a

friend in New York (figure 9). The presence of this first-hand narration by Shaw allows us to

interrogate our assumptions of Shaw’s photography by comparing our conception of the

print to Shaw’s contemporary usage of it.

Following on from the albums, there are two conclusions we can draw from this text. Firstly

Shaw settling in the Hebrides is by no means a foregone conclusion. She provides little 

detail about her life there, instead concentrating on her previous identity as an upper-class

woman living in New York. Shaw’s mind is on her past elsewhere, rather than her present 

in the islands, positioning her as an outsider and a visitor in the scenes she captures. 

Considering her biography from the position of her decades spent in the Hebrides skews 

the balance of her life to centre around her time in Scotland, and assumes that both her 

decision to stay and her assimilation were immediate. This note supports the view of Shaw

as a temporary visitor which we get in her pre-Uist albums, and allows us to see the entire 

collection afresh. 

Secondly, as with the ‘Skymen’, Shaw does not name Màiri MacRae, instead emphasising

their economic relationship over their personal one. This is at odds with the Trust’s 

presentation of the MacRae sisters as Shaw’s mentors, a narrative which describes a lifelong

friendship between the three women springing from the sisters’ willingness to share their

“You’ll never live like common people” 

Lily Barnes 

Above left:
Figure 8: 
Margaret Fay Shaw; 
Màiri MacRae, South Uist,
c.1931, 
Canna House 
2019.10072. 
© National Trust for 
Scotland

Above right:
Figure 9: 
A note penned on the 
reverse of figure 8 
by Shaw, 
Canna House 
2019.10072. 
© National Trust for 
Scotland

Right:
Figure 10: 
Margaret Fay Shaw;
Ciorstaidh Ruadh
(Christina MacDonald),
South Uist, 
c.1930, 
Canna House
2019.10784.25.3. 
© National Trust for 
Scotland
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critical histories of her collection, to better engage with the histories embodied in these 

objects, and to provide a critical and valuable discussion of the role of work and working-

class people within Shaw’s photography.

Other collections: 

Violet Brodie (1878–1958) and 

Elizabeth, Duchess of Gordon (1794–1864)

Though they have not received the attention afforded to the Margaret Fay Shaw collection,

ongoing efforts to digitise and document the photographic collections of Violet Brodie 

(figure 11) and Elizabeth, Duchess of Gordon (figure 12) will likely attract more activity in 

future. Prior to this, it is worth considering the lessons learnt from Shaw’s collection in order

to ensure that this work prompts active and critical engagement with these collections, 

the women who created them, and the subjects they portray.

In contrast to Shaw, the status of these two women as privileged members of the leisured

upper classes is immediately apparent (figure 13). The primacy of their aristocracy has 

the potential to end discussions of class and work before they have begun. The Duchess

was born Elizabeth Brodie, and in 1813 married George Gordon, Marquis of Huntly, later 

5th Duke of Gordon. Violet was born Caroline Violet Hope, and grew up at Bothwell House

(adjacent to Bothwell Castle, Lanarkshire) and at Rosehaugh in Avoch. In 1904 she married

Ian Brodie, 24th Laird of Brodie, who was a relative of Elizabeth Brodie. The albums of both 

of these women, along with those compiled by other woman members of the Brodie family,

are housed at Brodie Castle. (For more on the albums of Elizabeth, Duchess of Gordon, 

see Audrey Rose Mizzi’s paper, pp.82-7 of this issue.) 

Initial discussion of Violet Brodie’s albums has centred on her life as a socialite14 and her

subsequent transition to wife and mother.15 However, alongside Brodie’s photographs of 

her sons (figure 14), husband, other relatives and friends are glimpses of a cohort of working-

class people whose labour facilitates and supports the idyll preserved in her albums. Across

her albums, we see a range of servants, fulfilling different roles within the complex universe

of relationships that made up an aristocratic household (figures 15 and 16). Though Brodie’s

relationship with these workers is in theory more straightforward for being more explicit, 

I believe that a critical position can still be taken to further interrogate these images and their

inclusion in Brodie’s family albums. Like Shaw and the MacRaes, Brodie’s photographs of her

servants record a relationship which was inherently imbalanced, yet characterised by both

economic and emotional exchange.

“You’ll never live like common people” 

Lily Barnes 

Opposite top left:
Figure 11: 
Violet Brodie 
(then Caroline Violet
Hope) and her cat
Thomas at Rosehaugh,
Avoch, September 1902,
Brodie Castle
73.8194.1.29.3. 
© National Trust for 
Scotland

Opposite top right:
Figure 12: 
Elizabeth, Duchess of 
Gordon at Huntly, 
c.1863, 
Brodie Castle
73.8369.2.22.1. 
© National Trust for 
Scotland

Opposite below left:
Figure 13: 
A page from one of
Brodie’s albums, detailing
the social events she 
attended, and signed 
by her companions. 
Pencaitland, 
December 1899, 
Brodie Castle 
73.8402.35. 
© National Trust for 
Scotland

Opposite below right:
Figure 14: 
David Brodie 
(also known as
‘Kuropatkin’) at 
Brodie Castle, 
September 1905, 
from one of Brodie’s 
albums created after 
her marriage, 
Brodie Castle
73.8193.1.27.2. 
© National Trust for 
Scotland
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Opposite:
Figure 15: 
Violet Brodie; 
Hugh Mackenzie, 
Gardener, taken at 
Brodie Castle, 1909,
Brodie Castle
73.8194.2.20.4. 
© National Trust for 
Scotland

Left:
Figure 16: 
Violet Brodie; Fraser – 
a nanny or governess 
to Brodie’s children, 
at Putney, 1906, 
Brodie Castle
73.8193.1.39.4. 
What might Brodie’s 
annotations in her albums,
position of these images
in her assemblages, and
their relationship to her 
albums’ overarching 
narratives tell us about
work and class in pre-1914
Scotland? 
© National Trust for 
Scotland
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In contrast, Gordon’s albums create a stricter boundary between people of different classes.

Though the majority of Gordon’s photographs are cartes de visite of fellow aristocrats, she

also created a separate album which explicitly deals with working-class people. This album,

consisting almost entirely of Gordon’s servants, includes a note stating that it is her intention

to commemorate the ‘old friends’ who over the years have become her ‘family’. Depictions 

of work are absent. The album is instead filled with formal portraits – presumably funded by

Gordon – each captioned with their name, position and, sometimes, their length of service

(figure 17). In a far more comprehensive way than Brodie’s albums, this volume acts as a map

of an aristocratic household, tracing the work carried out by servants to enable the leisure

and luxury Gordon enjoyed. 

As the Trust progresses with its research

into Brodie’s and Gordon’s albums, I argue

that an exploration of the presence, absence

and meaning of work and working-class

people in their photographic collections

may allow us to go beyond our favourite

narratives. We might choose to consider

more critically the embedded position of

servants in the Brodie family, to hear the

voices of the less privileged echoing

through well-ordered nurseries and 

manicured gardens. We might consider

whether we take Gordon’s assertion that 

her servants were her ‘family’ at face value,

or discuss the implications of pairing their

portraits with images of dogs and horses

which – though faithful and hard-working –

were nonetheless considered lesser forms

of life to the Victorians, with their strident

ideas about natural order.16

Below:
Figure 17: 
On several occasions in
her album, Gordon pairs
her portraits of servants
with prints featuring dogs
and horses. Here, Head
Keeper Matthew Judd is
paired with Guarding the
Game, an engraving after
Edwin Landseer. 
Brodie Castle
73.8369.2.74.1 
© National Trust for 
Scotland
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In an organisation which deals primarily with the property and material collections of the

upper classes, the continuous interrogation of class and work is essential to understand 

the meaning of the objects in our care. In investigating photo albums, and asking questions

which seem at odds with their subject matter, we have the opportunity to explore our 

collections using different ways of seeing. 

1. This approach is effective in enabling an initial understanding of the collection, as is demonstrated in 
Fiona J Mackenzie (ed.), Eilean: The Island Photography of Margaret Fay Shaw (Edinburgh: Birlinn, 2018). It is also the 
way that Shaw herself organised her autobiography From the Alleghenies to the Hebrides (Edinburgh: Birlinn, 1993).
2. The MacRae sisters’ tutelage of Shaw is outlined in the Introduction of Margaret Fay Shaw, Folksongs and Folklore 
of South Uist (Edinburgh: Birlinn, 1986), pp.1–18 (first published 1955).
3. Fiona J. Mackenzie. ‘Stories, Songs and Starlings’, National Trust for Scotland website, 12 June 2019:
www.nts.org.uk/stories/stories-songs-and-starlings.
4. Shaw, Folksongs and Folklore of South Uist, p.1.
5. Alan Simpson, ‘Treasure Trove Of Lost Historical Images Depicting Island Life Has Been Preserved’, 
The Herald, 13 July 2018.
6. Jody Harrison, ‘Margaret Fay Shaw Documented A Now-Vanished Way Of Life’, The Herald, 25 April 2019.
7. Mackenzie, ‘Stories, Songs and Starlings’.
8. Barbara J. Phillips suggests that, in this way, nostalgia is a near-inevitable consequence of preservation. 
‘The Scrapbook as an Autobiographical Memory Tool’, Marketing Theory 16 (3), 2016, p.328.
9. Ulrike Bessell, ‘Unwrapping the Layers: Translating Photograph Albums into an Exhibition Context’, in Elizabeth 
Edwards and Christopher Morton (eds), Photographs, Museums, Collections: Between Art and Information (London 
and New York: Bloomsbury, 2015), p.221.
10. Martin Padget, ‘An Iconography of Difference: Internal Colonialism, Photography, and the Crofters of the Highlands
and Islands of Scotland’, College Literature 20 (2), 1993, p.182.
11. Brian Griffin, ‘The Tourist Gaze: Cycling Tourists’ Impressions of Victorian and Edwardian Ireland’, 
Irish Studies Review 25 (3), 2015, p.285.
12. Bessell, ‘Unwrapping the Layers’, p.224.
13. All of the South Uist images included in this paper are thought to have been created before or during 1931.
14. Lily Barnes, ‘Introducing Violet Brodie: Part I – The Brodie Castle Albums’, National Trust for Scotland website, 
28 November 2019: www.nts.org.uk/stories/introducing-violet-brodie-part-i-the-brodie-castle-albums.
15. Lily Barnes, ‘Introducing Violet Brodie: Part II – At Home with the Brodies’, National Trust for Scotland website, 
28 November 2019: www.nts.org.uk/stories/introducing-violet-brodie-part-ii-at-home-with-the-brodies.
16. In The Animal Estate: The English and Other Creatures in the Victorian Age (Cambridge, Massachusetts: 
Harvard University Press, 1987), Harriet Ritvo discusses the allegorical use of animals to justify domination over 
othered – seemingly inferior – peoples: pp.2_42.
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As the photographic archivist Costanza Caraffa has remarked, photographs such as these,

despite their ‘low’ status within institutions, still ‘have a physical presence. They bear traces

of handling and use, and circulate in social, political, and institutional networks’. Referencing

the anthropologist Janet Hoskins, Caraffa makes a claim for the material approach to 

photography studies, advocating for the accumulation of these traces – microhistories or

close up views – as an aid in grasping ‘what escapes broader analyses’. She argues ‘it is 

a concentration on “little narratives” which, ultimately, can also tell us a great deal about 

the big narratives’.2

One of these ‘little narratives’ is the career of Isabel Agnes Cowper. Taking a page from 

Edwards, Caraffa, et al., I will take the photographs themselves as a starting point to sketch

out the biographical details that define the life and career of Cowper and the networks

within which she worked. Defined, I will apply it as a case study to argue a model of what 

a 19th-century female institutional photographer’s practice looked like, constructing a more

nuanced bigger narrative that is the history of photography. 

When cataloguing photographs in the V&A collection, my first action is to consult the original

Photograph Registers, volumes documenting the title and/or content of the photographs,

the date they were acquired, and from whom. From the Museum’s founding in 1852, in 

addition to the Official Museum Photographer, photographs were acquired from a range of

sources, including international institutions, independent commercial photographers and 

directly from artists, such as Julia Margaret Cameron. In this instance, the source of the pho-

tographs is recorded as ‘Mrs. Cowper’. Intrigued, I went back to the earliest Registers, where 

I discovered that from 18 March 1868, Cowper is listed as the source of photographs 

documenting a wide range of objects and views acquired over a period of 23 years.3

Yet, surprisingly, despite the significance and number of the images documenting the 

institution’s unique early history, there was no information on Cowper in the Photographs

Section files.4

The first appearance of Cowper’s name in the Registers coincides with the death in January

1868 of the Museum’s celebrated first Official Museum Photographer, Charles Thurston

Thompson.5 It is important to note that official records of the Department of Science and Art

(under the auspices of which the Museum’s photographic service operated), and all the 

existing histories, report that no individual took on the role of Official Museum Photographer

after Thurston Thompson’s death.6 Yet, the Registers detail the not-insignificant role of 

Cowper as the primary and most frequent contributor to the Museum’s photographic 

collection from 1868 until 1891. Despite this, Cowper’s recognition was virtually non-existent,

with only one historian making a brief reference to the evidence of her existence within the

institution, though he spells her name incorrectly.7
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Recent investigations originating from within institutions have highlighted the significance 

of thorough and detailed research to expose female photographic practices overlooked 

and often negated within museums. This paper summarises my research uncovering the 

career of Isabel Agnes Cowper, the first female Official Museum Photographer to the South 

Kensington Museum (SKM) – now the Victoria and Albert Museum (V&A) – from 1868 to 1891,

and a central figure in the shaping of the Museum’s institutional 

photographic practice. Despite evidence of hundreds of examples of

Cowper’s work in the V&A collection (such as figures 1, 4 and 8), until

recently she was excluded from the prevailing institutional narratives

put forth by photography and institutional historians.

The possibility of a 19th-century female Official Museum Photographer

and her extensive archive was first suggested in 2010, in the course

of my work as a member of the ‘Factory Project’ cataloguing team,

part of a documentation initiative to reunite the original V&A 

photographs collection. Within months of joining the team, 

Christopher Marsden, the V&A’s Senior Archivist, asked me to 

catalogue a group of albumen prints documenting the early 

construction of the Museum. These photographs were always part 

of the Museum’s collection, but were held within the National Art 

Library since 1853, which contained the photographs collection prior to the establishment 

in 1977 of the V&A’s National Collection of Photography. Until recently, many such photographs,

often categorised as ‘topographical’ or ‘documentary’, were found outside the boundaries 

of the stores of the curatorial section, accumulating in offices and document storerooms as

overspill from the original Library Collection or as part of the dispersal of photographs that

were left behind in 1977 when the collection was formed. Despite their ubiquity, or perhaps

because of it, they had been rendered what the visual anthropologist Elizabeth Edwards 

has termed ‘transparent’. But recent research into institutional archives by scholars such 

as Edwards has resulted in a reassessment of photographs found ‘outside’ of the official 

collection. ‘Rehabilitated’, they enhance our understanding of the Museum’s institutional 

history and stimulate new research into the rich hidden narratives that surround the collection.1

Women Photographers 
Institutional Practices 
and the South Kensington Museum

Erika Lederman 

Photographs Section Cataloguer, 

Victorian & Albert Museum

Above:
Figure 1: 
Isabel Agnes Cowper,
Eastern Cast Court, 
1872, albumen print, 
V&A museum no.72507. 
© Victoria and Albert 
Museum
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The roots of the SKM photographic service lie in the 1851 Great Exhibition. Cole was involved

in the organisation of the event, putting Thurston Thompson in charge of the Exhibition’s

photographic arrangements. Cole saw early on the potential of photography to dramatically

extend the educational resources of the Museum and he conceived of a forward-thinking

policy that included in-house photography documenting objects from the museum’s own

collections and temporary exhibitions. In 1856 Cole recorded: ‘To Dorking & walked with 

R. & T. Thompson – discussed with the latter the terms for making negatives & positives 

officially.’10 Later that year when Cole installed Thurston Thompson as Official Museum 

Photographer in a dedicated photographic studio, the first museum photographic service

came into being. 

Photographs made by the Official Photographer, as well as those acquired from commercial

and independent photographers, circulated within the Museum and beyond through a variety

of channels. In the first instance, they were made available to artists and scholars as 

reference and resource material in the National Art Library. With the expansion of the 

Museum’s publishing activities beginning in the late 1860s, photographs were also 

circulated among national schools of design as part of the Deposit Loan system. Beyond 

national art institutions, most of the photographs produced by the Museum’s studio, as part

of a scheme agreed with the Arundel Society, were available for sale to the public from 

a dedicated sales stall located on Museum premises. They also found their way to 

international institutions, either through sales, or shared across European collections as part

of Cole’s 1867 ‘Convention for Promoting Universally Reproductions of Works of Art for 

the Benefit of Museums of all Countries’ calling for the ‘mutual exchange of copies’, 

encompassing plaster casts, electrotypes and photographs for widespread educational

use.11 Beyond education, Cole viewed photography as a tool to support a range of curatorial

and administrative activities, and to this end, photographs were frequently shared among

staff supporting conservation and exhibition design.12

A series of photographs of mirrors from Thurston Thompson’s tenure shows the Official 

Photographer reflected in the glass (figure 3). Thurston Thompson’s conscious recording of

himself at work in the newly minted profession suggests pride in his role and an increasing

public recognition of the vocation. He was widely recognised in his time, and subsequent

histories have only served to elevate his status. By the time of his death, the work of the 

Official Museum Photographer had become an integral part of the Museum’s operations.

Viewing this image alongside an image of a mirror taken by Cowper, her identity shrouded

by the focusing cloth (figure 4), it is easy to see how history has rendered her invisible.
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Perhaps the terms of enquiring need rethinking, because despite official records and 

prevailing histories stating that no photographer replaced Thurston Thompson, I found 

Cowper’s resignation letter from 5 November 1891 clearly stating her role as Official 

Museum Photographer (figure 2). She writes: ‘I ... resign the post of Official Photographer

which I have held for twenty-three years. I shall be obliged by your accepting my resignation

from the 31st of December next.’8

Cowper’s resignation letter from the purportedly long-redundant position of Official 

Museum Photographer correlated with another clue found in the diary of Henry Cole, a key

figure in the history of British institutional photography and the founding Director of the SKM.

On the evening of 8 February 1868, Cole records a visit to his home by Charlotte Thompson.

Her husband, Thurston Thompson, had died two weeks earlier. His death left the Museum

without an Official Photographer and his widow had an important message to convey. 

Cole writes: ‘In the E[venin]g Charlotte [Thompson] came and resolved to have nothing to 

do with Photography in future: proposed to R. Thompson that Mrs Cowper sh[oul]d take up

the Artistic work but not the Trade.’9

Women Photographers 
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Right:
Figure 2: 
‘Mrs. Cowper resigns 
her post as Official 
Photographer’, 1891, 
V&A Archive ED/84/146.
© Victoria and Albert 
Museum
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Above:
Figure 3: 
Charles Thurston 
Thompson, 
Venetian and Gilt Mirror
Frame, 
c.1690, 1853, 
albumen print, 
&A museum no.3357. 
© Victoria and Albert 
Museum
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Opposite:
Figure 4: 
Isabel Agnes Cowper,
Carved walnut wood frame
with glass mirror, Italian, 
16th century, 
c.1891, 
albumen print, 
V&A museum no.PH.113A-1891.
© Victoria and Albert 
Museum



Below:
Figure 5: 
Isabel Agnes Cowper,
Negative for 
Designs for Silversmiths, 
c.1871, 
wet collodion on 
glass plate negative, 
V&A museum no.9088. 
© Victoria and Albert 
Museum
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On 10 February 1868, two days following Charlotte Thompson’s visit to Cole, Cowper applies

for the job of Official Museum Photographer.13 Soon after, on 18 March of that same year,

Cowper’s name first appears in the Photograph Register, included in an entry recording 

receipt of six mounted albumen photographs of Hatfield House, ‘Presented by 

Mrs. I.A. Cowper’.14 From that date on, entries identifying Cowper as the source of 

photographs are numerous. By July her address is ‘The Residences, South Kensington 

Museum’, on-site accommodation reserved for senior Museum staff including Cole and 

his family. Cowper and her children occupied Unit 3.15

Further evidence of Cowper’s role within the 

institution is found in the SKM’s negative archive. 

A recently initiated survey of the 19th-century glass

negatives has revealed many signed by Cowper, her

name or initials scratched into the collodion emulsion

(figure 5).16 Other clues pointing to her activities 

include the faint initials ‘I A C’ she frequently 

wrote in pencil on the corner of the mounts of 

photographs.17 Discovering Cowper’s neat signature

on her work, similar to Thurston Thompson’s recording

of his reflection, implies a consciousness of her role

as a professional. 

While I initially entertained the idea of these marks

pointing towards a subtle strategy of resistance, 

it is more likely her mark was part of a system of 

annotations devised to track her work for billing 

purposes. As a public institution, career-minded SKM

male employees were eligible to join the civil service

scheme, a career track that remained closed to

women until well into the next century.18 Denied 

establishment as a civil servant, Cowper’s 

compensation was thus on a ‘per piece’ basis, calculated at the start of her employment 

at 3 pence per square inch of glass and increasing over the years. The Negative Registers

frequently record amounts paid to Cowper for her work. 

Photographs taken by Cowper represent a wide range of subjects, including museum 

collection objects, loan objects, documentation of building construction and even a still life. 
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While at first the still life, with its suggestion of artistic self-regard, seemed an anomaly when

viewed within the larger context of Cowper’s known work, research has established that

copies of this image were distributed to art school examiners, to be employed as a model

when assembling items for still-life examinations, part of the national art curriculum.19

While the cataloguing of Cowper’s photographs is still continuing, the number of photographs

found to date is impressive considering that in the late 1860s Cowper would have relied

upon the wet collodion process, a laborious practice involving the handling and storage of

delicate glass material and dependency upon natural light, which often meant photographing

outside.20 In terms of composition, Cowper emulated formal considerations similar to those

established by Thurston Thompson, presenting Museum objects against plain, light 

backgrounds, with scant contextualising information, uniformly lit, perpetuating what art 

historian Svetlana Alpers has referred to as the ‘museum effect’.21 Often, in Cowper’s earlier

photographs, she would include a small one-inch block to show scale, a technique 

frequently employed by Thurston Thompson.22

It is important to understand the full range of activities that constituted the SKM’s early 

photographic establishment, including the printing, mounting, labelling, classifying and 

circulation of the photographs, synchronised with the registration, notation and cross-

referencing of object numbers, photograph numbers, negative numbers, and the storage

and care of prints and delicate glass negatives. With the ramping up of publishing activities,

this was coordinated with the movement of negatives between the photographic studio 

and subcontractors outside the Museum, which in the 1860s and 1870s meant primarily

Cundall & Fleming and later the Permanent Printing Company. Cowper was also called 

upon by Cole to provide expert opinion on photographic matters and was tasked with 

photographing Cole’s children.23 Running the studio was a considerable undertaking and 

by the end of the 19th century no other institution matched the SKM in terms of scale of 

photographic operations. 

Census records have yielded the fact that Cowper was the sister of Charles Thurston

Thompson. Isabel Agnes Thompson was born in 1826 to the eminent wood-engraver 

John Thompson and his wife Harriott. Like their father, Isabel and her siblings worked as

wood-engravers from the late 1830s through to the 1840s. Among the publications to which

Cowper contributed illustrations is John Ruskin’s only work of fiction, The King of the Golden

River, a children’s fairy tale.24
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Henry Cole was a significant presence in Cowper’s life even before she moved into 

the Museum. His diary records many visits during the 1840s with John Thompson and 

his talented children who lived near to the Museum in Kensington. A diary entry for 

31 March 1841 records: ‘Called at the Thompsons with … drawings & asked Mr T to let his

daughters engrave them wh[ich] he assented to do.’ Isabel was 16 years old.25

Isabel married Charles Cowper in 1852. Charles’s background and training, regarded 

alongside that of Thurston Thompson’s, illustrates the multiple entry points that Isabel had

for establishing a photographic practice. Charles, a trained chemist, had deep roots in the

world of printing, photography and publishing. His father invented a steam-powered press

featured at the Great Exhibition and employed it to print the Times of London as well as the 

Illustrated London News.26 Isabel’s subsequent photographic practice is representative of 

the ‘easy flow’ that existed during the late 19th century between photography, engraving 

and printing.

An intriguing area of research is Isabel’s connection to the photographic glass industry. 

Early in Charles’s career, he worked for the glass-manufacturing firm Messrs Chance 

Brothers of Birmingham, noteworthy for their role in producing a pure and flawless sheet

glass called ‘patent plate’. According to Michael Pritchard, whose PhD examines the role of

the evolution of British photographic manufacturing and retailing in the 19th century, by 1848

‘patent plate’ was the material of choice employed by the British photographic industry.27

Isabel’s connection to photography’s ancillary manufacturing trades points to a unique 

commercial link to the profession.

Once married, Isabel and Charles settled in Kensington. On 22 March 1853 The Times

recorded a stillborn son delivered to Mrs Charles Cowper. Two sons and two daughters 

followed. By 23 December 1860, when her husband died, Isabel, 34 years old, had four 

children under the age of five and was pregnant with her fifth.28

Efforts to place Cowper economically have led me to the work of historical geographers

currently in the process of reinterpreting census data to more accurately represent the 

economic status of 19th-century women. The last will and testament of Charles records a

legacy of around £4,000, not an insubstantial sum for that time. It also mentions a business

partnership, railway shares and other securities as well as two residences.29 According to

Carry van Lieshout, a post-doctoral research associate in Geography at Cambridge, this 

is still quite early in the democratisation of shareholding, demonstrating that Cowper was

probably upper middle class.30
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Not much is known of Cowper’s life during the period between the death of her husband 

in 1860 and her brother Thurston Thompson’s death in 1868. Cole’s diary entry of 

6 November 1867 provides a possible clue: ‘Paris: Thurston Thompson arrived with 

Mrs Cowper.’31 Cowper’s arrival with Thurston Thompson in Paris while he was on official 

Museum business hints that in widowhood she was working with her brother. This is not 

outstanding. The number of women commercial photographers was increasing by the

1860s, though they remained relatively invisible within the professional photographic 

community, often hidden by their affiliation with a male relative under whose name they

practised their trade. Cowper’s role attached to her brother follows trends concerning 

professional female photographers from that period. Many cases are noted where the 

careers of female photographers were fostered by their relationship to a male practitioner,

often a husband, or other deceased male relative. It would be left for the wives, or in 

Cowper’s case a sister, to take over. According to photography history researchers 

Bernard and Pauline Heathcote ‘the tragic event of widowhood was frequently the reason

for women being precipitated into the responsibilities of studio ownership’.32 Cowper’s 

significant inheritance from her husband, though, suggests her photographic career was

motivated as much by passion as it was by need.

Cowper’s experience in the printing industry producing wood-engravings as an apprentice

to her father, as well as her experience assisting her brother making negatives, would have

prepared her well for a role in the production of the photographically illustrated books that

the SKM started to publish in 1868, an increasingly important educational tool for the 

Museum. In both cases, Cowper would have developed highly specialised visual skills 

enabling her to read images in reverse as well as the ability to theoretically swap dark for

light, skills that support quick and accurate ‘reading’ of the quality of a negative and its 

suitability for printing. 

Once Cowper took over from her brother, it was not long before her skill was publicly 

acknowledged outside the institution. An article in the Art-Journal of 1870 refers to the 

‘silver photographs of lace taken by Mrs Cowper for the South Kensington Museum, which

are considered to be the greatest success yet attained by the art’. In the same article, the

critic notes that Cowper is producing negatives of 3 feet square, suggesting a high level of

technical skill.33 Cowper was not without a sense of her talent as a photographer. Between

1871 and 1874, she exhibited examples of her work in the annual London International 

Exhibitions. The 1871 catalogue lists her photographs installed directly adjacent to the 

celebrated photographer Julia Margaret Cameron’s in the Royal Albert Hall.34
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Key for Figure 6
A. Sidney Cowper: Isabel Cowper’s son; employed at the SKM and subsequently emigrated to South Africa, where he
was instrumental in establishing the South African Fine Arts Association.
B. Arundel Society: Fine arts publishing firm; partnered with the SKM to publish volumes in ‘The Art Workmanship 
Series’, illustrating SKM objects and circulated to schools and institutions.
C. South African Fine Arts Association, part of the arts education system in the Cape Colony modelled after the 
South Kensington System.
D. Julia Margaret Cameron: Celebrated fine art photographer who sold or gave work to and exhibited work at the 
SKM in 1865. Her connections with Henry Cole facilitated her use in 1868 of two rooms at the SKM as a portrait studio
during a period when Cowper was running the photography studio. 
E. John Thompson: Eminent wood-engraver; Cowper’s father and close friend of Henry Cole; engraved illustration for
Julia Margaret Cameron’s translation of Leonora by Gottfried August Bürger. 
F. Messrs Chance Brothers: Pre-eminent sheet-glass manufacturing firm providing materials to the photographic 
industry.
G. Richard Thompson: Assistant Director of the SKM; Cowper’s brother.
H. John Ruskin: Eminent art critic; Cowper produced illustrations for his only published work of fiction.
I. Alan Cole: Henry Cole’s son; employed at the SKM as a specialist in history of lace and textiles; Cowper provided
many of the images for Cole’s published books on the topic of textiles and his lectures illustrated with lantern slides.
J. Charles Thurston Thompson: The SKM’s first Official Museum Photographer; Cole’s brother-in-law; Cowper’s brother
for whom she worked when widowed.
K. National Schools of Art and Design: The regional art schools administered by the Department of Science and Art and
beneficiaries of the SKM circulation collection of reproductions, including photographs.
L. Cundall & Fleming: Printers and publishers of SKM negatives.
M. The Great Exhibition 1851: An international exhibition that took place in Hyde Park, London, from 1 May to 
15 October 1851; the profits from the fair were the economic foundation of the SKM; Cowper’s brother and husband
were both involved in the arrangements. 
N. Illustrated London News: Popular British weekly illustrated paper; Cowper’s husband’s family  fabricated a printing
press employed for the production of this journal; there are many records during Cowper’s tenure of the ILN 
requesting photographs from the SKM studio for use in producing wood-engraved illustrations.
O. Charles Cowper: Isabel’s husband; chemist for Messrs Chance Bros involved in the production of sheet glass 
for the photographic industry; later, worked on his own account as patent agent and establishing patents for 
improvements in photography. 
P. Applegath & Cowper: Printing press manufacturers featured in the Great Exhibition 1851; Cowper’s father-in-law was
one of the founding partners of the firm.
Q. Henry Cole: Founding Director of the SKM.

Above:
Figure 6: 
Analysis of 
Cowper’s networks. 
© Erika Lederman
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A compelling area of research is the circulation of Cowper’s images, not only within the 

Museum, but beyond, demonstrating the ways that female institutional photographers

shaped photographic collections. Cowper’s photographs for volumes published through 

the Museum’s arrangement with the Arundel Society toured widely among the regional art

schools as part of the Circulation Collection and the Deposit Loan scheme. They would 

also have been for sale to the public through the Museum’s dedicated on-site sales stall. 

My search to comprehend the breadth of Cowper’s influence has identified her photographs 

in collections of international libraries and in the archives of eminent artists (figure 6).35

Cowper’s employment and subsequent career at the SKM, I would argue, was a precise

pairing of existing skills with professional responsibilities. But beyond her technical expertise,

Cowper’s extraordinary personal connections served as a professional network, taking 

the place of established specialist networks which, in most instances, were the purview 

of men.36 Searching for evidence of Cowper’s work and sifting through ephemera on the

archive margins has facilitated the visualisation of the intricate web of connections in which

Cowper was embedded. While these networks were often familial, it does not mean they

were not commercial, demonstrating the creative ways 19th-century female photographers

engaged with their profession. 

Upon retirement in 1891, Cowper moved to Surrey and then later to Glasgow, residing with

her married daughter Beatrice at 9 Derby Crescent (now Botanic Crescent). Cowper died in

Glasgow on 17 February 1911 and is buried alongside her husband and three of her children

at Kensal Green Cemetery, London. She was 85 years old.37

Now that Cowper has been ‘found’, I have been revisiting the V&A photographs collection

with an eye to uncovering her female contemporaries. I have re-examined the archive,

searching for clues to help me identify photographs acquired from women working around

the same time that Cowper was running the SKM photography studio. I have found that the

Museum acquired ‘documentary’ photographs from other female institutional photographers

including the Swede Emma Schenson (1827–1913), based in Uppsala; the Spain-based 

Englishwoman Jane Clifford (active 1860s), photographer at the Madrid Royal Armoury 

(figure 7); the Parisian Louise Laffon (1828–1885), who photographed at the Musée 

Napoléon III (now known as the Louvre); and Miss K.M. Reynolds (1860-1932?), who 

photographed installations at the Natural History Museum and the Royal Institution in 

London and at the Booth Museum in Brighton. 

Following pages:

Figure 7: 
Jane Clifford, 
Armour for Youths, 1865, 
albumen print, 
V&A museum no.47621. 
© Victoria and Albert 
Museum

Figure 8: 
Isabel Agnes Cowper,
White linen jacket 
with piqué and cord 
embroidery, English, 
17th century, 
c.1873, 
albumen print, 
V&A museum no.74947B.
© Victoria and Albert 
Museum
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13. Abstract of Correspondence, 1868, V&A Archive, MA/4/5 p.6.
14. Photograph Registers, 1868, V&A Archive, MA/63/5/9, museum nos 56634 to 56639.
15. UK Census online, https://ukcensusonline.com/ (accessed 6 November 2020).
16. While many of the original glass negatives produced by the South Kensington Museum photographic studio have
been lost or damaged over the years, many still survive. A survey of these glass negatives is currently ongoing. 
17. See, for example, Isabel Agnes Cowper, South Kensington Museum, lower loggia looking over Exhibition Road towards
Indian Museum, V&A museum number 4970-1910.
18. It is not known exactly when the first female civil servant was employed by the SKM. The first British female civil 
servants were employed in the Post Office in 1875. In the 1890s, typists began to be employed in the Treasury 
department. During the First World War, the numbers of women in the civil service rapidly increased as men were
called up for military service. By 1919, there were close to 170,000 women working in the civil service, though the 
majority of these were in the clerical classes. And there was the marriage bar – not abolished until October 1946 –
which prohibited married women from joining the civil service and required them to resign upon marriage. ‘A History 
of Women in the UK Civil Service’, www.civilservant.org.uk/library/2015_history_of_women_in_the_civil_service.pdf 
(accessed 20 November 2020).
19. For a summary of this research, see Erika Lederman, ‘Isabel Agnes Cowper: Still Life, 1880’, 7 October 2019, 
V&A Blog, https://www.vam.ac.uk/blog/caring-for-our-collections/isabel-agnes-cowper-still-life-1880 
(accessed 6 November 2020).
20. As of November 2020, over 400 works by Cowper have been catalogued and added to the V&A’s public 
‘Search the Collections’ database.
21. Svetlana Alpers, ‘The Museum as a Way of Seeing’, in Exhibiting Cultures: The Poetics and Politics of Museum Display
(Washington DC: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1991), p.27.
22. See for example, Isabel Agnes Cowper, ‘Circular Patera or Bowl,’ 1868, V&A museum no.65866.
23. Henry Cole Diaries, 18 October 1869.
24. John Ruskin, The King of the Golden River; or, the Black Brothers: A Legend of Stiria (London: Smith, Elder & Co., 1851).
25. See John Buchanan-Brown, ‘British Wood-Engravers c.1820–1860: A Checklist’, The Journal of the Printing Historical
Society 17, 1982/1983, pp.31–61 for an in-depth record of Cole’s support of female wood-engravers and his relationship
to the Thompson family.
26. See ‘1851 Great Exhibition: Official Catalogue: Class VI: Edward Cowper’, gracesguide.co.uk, 
https://www.gracesguide.co.uk/1851_Great_Exhibition:_Official_Catalogue:_Class_VI.:_Edward_Cowper 
(accessed 6 November 2020).
27. Michael Pritchard, ‘The Development and Growth of British Photographic Manufacturing and Retailing, 1839–1914’,
unpublished PhD thesis, De Montfort University, Leicester, 2010, p.68.
28. See ‘Obituary, Charles Cowper 1821–1860’ in Minutes of Institution of Civil Engineers, icevirtuallibrary.com,
https://www.icevirtuallibrary.com/doi/pdf/10.1680/imotp.1862.23427 (accessed 6 November 2020).
29. Last will and testament of Charles Cowper (grant issued 11 January 1861), 
gov.uk, https://www.gov.uk/search-will-probate 
(accessed 6 November 2020).
30. Email from Carry van Lieshout to Erika Lederman, ‘The Age Of Entrepreneurship: New Insights into Female 
Business Proprietors In Victorian Britain’, 25 June 2020.
31. Henry Cole Diaries, 6 November 1867.
32. Bernard and Pauline Heathcote, ‘The Feminine Influence: Aspects of the Role of Women in the Evolution 
of Photography in the British Isles’, History of Photography 12 (3), July–September 1988, p.266.
33. Conder, F. Roubiliac, ‘Heliography’, The Art Journal 32, 1870, pp.357–59.
34. See Official Catalogues London International Exhibition (London: J.M. Johnson & Sons), 1871 to 1874.
35. SKM publications illustrated with Cowper’s photographs have been found in many collections including, but not
limited to: the Smithsonian Museum, Washington DC; The Cincinnati Museum of Art; The Museum of Fine Arts, Boston;
The Boston Athenaeum; and The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York. See also the archive of the Arts and Crafts
designer Ernest Gimson at The Wilson, Gloucestershire (part of the Cheltenham Trust) which includes lose 
photographs by Cowper documenting textiles.
37. The Royal Photographic Society was one of the few professional photographic organisations open to women 
during Cowper’s time, though there is no evidence she was ever a member.
38. UK Census online.
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It is only now, more than 150 years after the establishment of the V&A’s photographic 

service, that these women’s careers are being uncovered and written into the institutional

photographic history. They have been revealed by fixing a critical eye upon the embedded

practices within the image-making ecology of the Museum, which served (whether 

consciously or not) to marginalise the work of professional women photographers. 

The writing of Cowper’s and her peers’ biographies will be crucial in the construction of their

reputations and their promotion in the field of institutional photography. 

The current installation in the V&A Photography Centre features not only a technically 

advanced photograph of an embroidered jacket by Cowper (figure 8), but also its 

accompanying signed negative. Cowper’s photograph would have originally been made 

to inspire students in needlework, but it also points to a new perspective that ensures that

the history of photography does not remain a story of men alone. 

1. Elizabeth Edwards, Raw Histories: Photographs, Anthropology and Museums (Oxford: Berg, 2001), p.51.
2. See Costanza Caraffa, ‘Objects of Value: Challenging Conventional Hierarchies in the Photo Archive’, in Photo-Objects:
On the Materiality of Photographs and Photo Archives in the Humanities and Sciences, Studies 12, 2nd edn 
(Berlin: Max Planck Research Library for the History and Development of Knowledge, 2020), pp.11–32,
https://www.mprl-series.mpg.de/media/studies/12/studies12.pdf (accessed 6 November 2020) for an excellent 
historical overview of the evolution of the material approach in photography studies with its roots in actor–network 
theory (Michel Callon and Bruno Latour 1981) through to the biographical model articulated by Arjun Appadurai (1986)
and Igor Kopytoff (1986) and later Alfred Gell (1998) and subsequently applied to photographs by Christopher Pinney
(1997) and Elizabeth Edwards (1999� 2001).
3. Photograph Registers, 1868–1891, V&A Archive, MA/63/5/9 to 17.
4. Since 1977, when the National Collection of Photography was established, the curatorial office of the Photographs
Section has maintained ‘local files’ for each artist in the collection. These files contain articles, correspondence, copies
of display label texts, supplemental material, reviews, related correspondence, recent research, etc. Material collected
before 1977 resides with the V&A Archive.
5. ‘Charles Thurston Thompson Obituary’, The Art-Journal 30, 1868, p.73.
6. Anthony Hamber, ‘A Higher Branch of the Art’: Photographing the Fine Arts in England, 1839–1880 (Amsterdam: Gordon
and Breach, 1996), p.438 and John Physick, Photography and the South Kensington Museum (London: HMSO, 1975), p.15.
7. Hamber, ‘A Higher Branch of the Art’, p.439.
8. ‘Mrs Cowper resigns her post as Official Photographer’, 1891, V&A Archive, ED/84/146.
9. Henry Cole Diaries, 1868, National Art Library, Pressmark 55.AA.30. R. Thompson is Richard Thompson, Thurston
Thompson’s brother and employed as Keeper, then Superintendent, and then later Assistant Director of the SKM from
1857 to 1892. Charlotte Thompson’s reference to ‘artistic work’ versus ‘trade’ relates to the responsibilities of the Official
Photographer, suggesting they be restricted solely to the activities of photographer and Studio Manager, excluding
publishing and sales activities.
10. Ibid., 20 July 1856, Pressmark 55.AA.18.
11. ‘Convention for Promoting Universally Reproductions of Works of Art for the Benefit of Museums of all Countries’,
1868, V&A Archive, ED84/228.
12. For early use of photographs at the SKM for conservation purposes see Simon Fleury, ‘Mattering: Richard Redgrave
and the Curious Practice of Drawing on Museum Objects, 17 July 2017, V&A Blog, https://www.vam.ac.uk/blog/
caring-for-our-collections/mattering-richard-redgrave-and-the-curious-practice-of-drawing-on-museum-objects 
(accessed 6 November 2020). 
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The standing woman in figure 1 is Jessie Mann (1805–1867), with one of her sisters who is

seated. Jessie’s right hand is gloved to hide the black stains of silver nitrate used in early

photography.

If the inventor and engineer James Nasmyth (1808–1890) had not made references to 

Miss Mann in letters to David Octavius Hill (1802–1870) which, by chance, were preserved 

in the archives of the Royal Observatory Edinburgh,1 it is almost certain that we would not

have known of her involvement in the pioneering photographic partnership of Hill and

Robert Adamson (1821–1848). 

In the earlier letter dated 30 April 1845 there are two mentions of Miss Mann: ‘not forgetting

Miss Mann, the sisterhood desires their kindest regards to her’ and ‘kindest Remembrance 

to all our Friends and especially to Miss Mann from the sisterhood’.

In the other letter dated 27 March 1847, there is one mention: ‘and thrice worthy Miss Mann

the most skillfull [sic] and zealous of assistants’.

The ‘sisterhood’ are James Nasmyth’s sisters, all of whom had been trained as painters by

their artist father, Alexander Nasmyth (1758–1840), and went on to have individual careers. 

As an indication of how women in the 19th century are not documented, very few records 

appear to be preserved about the talented Nasmyth sisters. The sisters would have known

Miss Mann well and perhaps have had a shared interest in art, but this friendship also gives

an indication of the social status of Miss Mann.

The calotype process used by Hill and Adamson was technically precarious with uncertain

results. During the few years of their partnership, Hill and Adamson produced unparalleled

results of a consistently high artistic and technical quality. What really was Jessie’s part in

what was achieved, especially as Adamson was increasingly ill towards the end of his life? 

There is a further letter which was found2 among the business documents of the Royal 

Scottish Academy, of which Hill was Secretary. It is a personal and intimate letter from 

Jessie Mann to Hill dated 26 May 1856. If Hill had not got this letter mixed up with his official

papers, it would almost certainly never have survived. The letter is in most familiar terms 

beginning ‘Dear D O’ but adds that she should say ‘Darling D O’. There are also references 

to photography as well as critical comments on the composition and content of one of 

Hill’s paintings.

The Mysterious Miss Mann 
Roddy Simpson 

Research Fellow, 

University of Glasgow

Opposite:
Figure 1: 
David Octavius Hill and
Robert Adamson, 
Two women in bonnets
[Mann sisters], 
1843-47, 
HA0390, 
courtesy of University 
of Glasgow Library, 
Department of Special
Collections



Opposite:
Figure 2: 
David Octavius Hill and
Robert Adamson, 
Unknown woman 15, 
1843-47, 
PGP HA 2442, 
courtesy of 
Scottish National 
Portrait Gallery
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By the time of this letter, Jessie was the housekeeper and matron of a successful private

school in Musselburgh which had undergone considerable expansion while she was there,

so it would have been a demanding and responsible job. 

The critical comments on Hill’s painting are fascinating and, with Jessie Mann’s friendship

with the Nasmyth sisters, it raises the question of what input Jessie may have had on the

content and composition of Hill and Adamson’s photographs?

Jessie’s role in the technical production and the artistic content of Hill and Adamson’s 

acclaimed photographs remains a mystery, but it is likely to have been much more 

significant that it will ever be possible to prove. 

If there is a dearth of facts about Jessie Mann’s real life, which is not uncommon with 

19th-century career women, her fictional existence prospers and she has featured 

significantly in two recent novels: In the Blink of an Eye by Ali Bacon and The Way of All Flesh

by Ambrose Parry (both 2018).

I have speculated that figure 2, Unknown woman 15 by Hill and Adamson, could be a 

photograph of Jessie Mann. There are facial similarities to the other photograph and again

the right hand is gloved and there is no wedding ring on the left hand. I am not certain 

that it is her, but it is how I expect her to be: a well-dressed and sophisticated woman. 

Jessie Mann has not to be thought of as an assistant to Hill and Adamson, like a domestic 

servant, she was a collaborator and colleague.

1. These letters were first discovered by Larry J. Schaff and I am grateful to Karen Moran, Librarian, 
Royal Observatory Edinburgh, for arranging access to them for me.
2. This letter was found by Monica Thorp during a project organised by the Scottish Society for the 
History of Photography to survey what correspondence by D.O. Hill still existed and where it was located.
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The University of Aberdeen George Washington Wilson Collection is an extremely diverse

compilation of the photographic work of George Washington Wilson and his company 

GWW & Co., showcasing images from across what was then the British Empire. 

The project Envisioning Women’s Places has been put together by Dr Áine Larkin and 

Dr Heidi Brevik-Zender. As an Assistant Curator on this project, Ashleigh Black has had the

opportunity to concentrate on an area of the collection that she might not otherwise have

been able to analyse. The exhibition aims to display photographs of women from the 

collection covering a wide range of geographical locations including Africa and the 

Mediterranean. The exhibition will examine how women are portrayed in their everyday 

lives, their professions and their leisure time. This paper will primarily discuss an image

which will be included in the exhibition (see figure 2) depicting three generations of

Newhaven fishwives.

Newhaven was once home to a thriving fishing village; located between Leith and Granton

in Edinburgh, it was also known for its shipbuilding. Figure 1 is a photograph of the harbour 

at Newhaven with its lighthouse which was built in 1869. Along the harbour wall, fishing nets

have been hung out to dry overlooking the waters of the Firth of Forth. Upon his visit to 

Edinburgh in 1822, King George IV declared the Newhaven fishwives to be ‘the handsomest

women he had ever seen’.1 The ancestry of the Newhaven fishwives can purportedly be

traced back to the reign of King Malcolm III and the emigration of the Danes to the Fife

coast. What is so fascinating about the Newhaven fishwives is that, as reported by 

the Reverend Edward Bradley (writing under his pseudonym Cuthbert Bede), they had 

‘customs and costumes peculiar to themselves’.2

A day in the life of a Newhaven fishwife would involve rising early each morning to gather

mussels which were used to bait the fishing lines. The women also prepared and sold their

husband’s catch of the day, often walking for hours with baskets of fish on their backs. 

As well as being responsible for the daily upkeep of the house, they were tasked with 

bearing and rearing children. Their husbands would normally be away at sea for prolonged
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periods of time so the fishwife was essentially the pillar of the household. The women 

usually travelled in groups for selling their fish and sang in order to attract customers. While

known for their singing, the fishwives were also known for their phrases and colloquialisms.

As they walked the streets to sell their wares they would shout ‘Wha’ll buy my caller cod?’

and ‘Caller herrings!’ Selling and bartering was one of their many skills on which, as Bede

observes, ‘the males of the household [had] to depend for a living’.3

Figure 2 is a stereoscopic photograph depicting three generations of Newhaven fishwives,

taken sometime in the 1880s or possibly the 1890s. This image will feature in the Envisioning

Women’s Places project. The fishwives were famous for their bright and colourful clothing,

note the striped petticoats and patterned blouses worn by all three. Fishwives wore several

petticoats coupled with thick stockings and tough shoes to ensure that they would be 

protected against the wind, the rain, and the dripping of the fish from their baskets. In figure 2

the woman on the left is leaning on a creel basket – a woven wicker basket used for carrying

fish that became synonymous with their trade. Often carrying loads of up to 250 pounds 

on their backs, this is but a glimpse into the daily life of a Newhaven fishwife. The young 

girl in the middle is holding a smaller creel basket, secured over her shoulder with a canvas

strap – so even the youngest girls in the family were expected to work and to learn the trade

from their mothers and grandmothers.

The canvas strap differentiated the Newhaven fishwives from the Musselburgh fishwives,

who wore leather straps to carry their baskets, while a distinguishing feature of a married

Newhaven fishwife sometimes consisted of a frilled cap. Rarely marrying outside of their

community, it was ‘the woman who marries and supports her husband’ not the other way

around.4 Famous for their vivacity, wit and natural beauty, the fishwives of Newhaven were

also photographed by calotypists David Octavius Hill and Robert Adamson in the 1840s. 

The last Newhaven fishwife, Esther Liston, retired aged 80 in 1976. Celebrated by royalty

and mused upon by artists, the legacy of the Newhaven fishwives is not forgotten. 

A profession passed down through generations of women, by women, the heritage of the

fishwives has been preserved through photographs like these and through the work of 

the Newhaven Heritage Centre.

1. James Glass Bertram, The Harvest of the Sea: A Contribution to the Natural and Economic History 
of the British Food Fishes (New York: D. Appleton & Co., 1866), p.424.
3. Cuthbert Bede, A Tour in Tartan-Land (London: Richard Bentley, 1863), p.301.
3. Ibid., p.302.
4. Ibid., p.303.
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Three generations of
Newhaven fishwives,
c.1880s–90s, 
University of Aberdeen
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(MS3792/C5997).

Right:
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(MS3792/C4813).
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‘If it lands, it will go’

It may seem odd to write a paper about photographs that you will never see, that do not

exist, were never taken. But that is where I wish to start.

54

This paper looks at photographs by women that are either absent or unseen. It proposes that

many photographs that might have been taken, by women in particular, are not, for reasons

that are socio-economic or relate to personal safety; and that many unattributed photographs

in historic collections are perhaps erroneously considered to have been taken by men. 

The aim of this paper is to provoke new thought on omissions and absence in Scottish

women’s photography and to encourage historians and curators to see that there may be

photographs by women hiding in plain sight in the collections they study.

Firstly I would contextualise the experiences I put forward in this paper, by quoting the 

Argentine/Spanish artist Amalia Ulman: ‘I was born a woman; that’s the life I have 

experienced so far and I try to talk about what I know.’1 Nowhere in this paper do I claim to

talk for all women or all those identifying as women. I simply write from my own standpoint

and the background of my art practice using film. In many instances it may be that the issues

identified affect people of any gender (and/or either parent). I am white and actively seek to

acknowledge the privileges that bestows. I am a married mother of one child, living as part

of a two-parent straight family. I am partially deaf but I do not regard myself as a disabled

artist, though being hard of hearing does inform my personal safety equation. 

I trained in the Fine Art Department of the University of Leeds in the late 1980s/early 1990s

under Professor Griselda Pollock and others. My BA and MA studies at Leeds were informed

by Marxist and feminist social art history. Subsequently my ‘go to’ methodology has been 

to interrogate objects of art and culture (including photography) in terms of ‘who had the

means of production, distribution and consumption at their disposal with regards to

this/these image(s)?’

The photos by women 
you just won’t see 
Sarah Kudirka 

Artist
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As an artist working with film these questions are in my head all too frequently: How 

much film can I afford right now? Is childcare in place today or do I have to take them along

with me? (If so, possibly no art will be in my head, I will be in parenting mode and highly

risk-averse.) I would argue that you just won’t see the photographs by women when there 

wasn’t enough spare cash for film that week or that month, after paying for shoes for the

kids and household bills. This issue is obviously not an exclusively female barrier to creative

production, though it should be noted that women are more likely to be in lower-paid work,

vulnerable to the precariousness of part-time incomes, or out of the job market entirely due

to caring responsibilities. It is clearly a class issue too. Are the only photographs that get

taken and come to be seen by way of exhibition or preservation in collections going to be

those taken by women with the privilege of an assured income? The bottom line is that you

just won’t see photographs taken by women without the money to buy film or childcare to

free them up to do their work.
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The phrase taken as my title for this section dates back to a stormy night on the Inner 

Hebridean isle of Tiree. In the airport, awaiting the arrival of the wee plane from Glasgow, 

I wondered aloud what the chances were of it coming in safely and our getting back to the

city that night. This was what the lady in charge of the waiting room said: ‘If it lands, it will go.’

I am using it here by way of summarising conditions that must be in place before a project

can take off. 

You need the basics in place to make photographs (and I am not talking here about light 

levels). Film stock, headspace away from family duties and feeling safe are my bottom-line

basics. With these in place I am able to go out and do what I do with a camera; without them

I cannot. Images are not made in a vacuum. Artists and photographers live and practise in

the real world. But while studying collections of images in archives it is easy to forget the 

circumstances in which they were made and well-nigh impossible to imagine non-existent

photographs; those that never got made at all.

As an artist who shoots Polaroid in cities, the practicalities of what I do (and don’t do) as a

woman using photography are inescapable. Having taken Polaroids in Glasgow, Edinburgh,

Dundee, London, Berlin, Hong Kong and Sydney, hundreds of shots over the past decade, 

I have learnt when and where I feel able to shoot film. While I am not making assertions about

how others may work, my own set of parameters for how photographs do – or don’t – get

made have lots to do with mundane issues of personal safety, economics and opportunity. 

The economics of shooting film

The camera equipment and film needed to make analogue photographs is expensive. I use

Polaroid (so do not have additional darkroom or developing and printing costs) and the stock

has never been cheap. When Jeff L. Rosenheim in his 2002 book on Walker Evans says: 

‘The just-released Polaroid SX70 promised much’ to amateur snap-shooters ‘with money 

to burn’, he is not wrong.2 Polaroid may be considered fast and fun, but it is not cheap. 

Depending on your age, think back, remember or try to imagine a time before the ubiquitous

smartphone, when we all did not have the ability to contribute to what Susan Sontag has 

described as the increasingly ‘image-choked world’.3

The photos by women you just won’t see 
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Right:
Figure 2: 
Sarah Kudirka, 
100 Blue Skies 
Glasgow 
installation, 
2018, 
oil and pencil over 
one hundred Polaroids. 
© Sarah Kudirka



Above:
Figure 4: 
Sarah Kudirka, 
City Skies London, 
Tall Buildings, 
2013, 
oil on Polaroids. 
© Sarah Kudirka
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I know I am immensely privileged to be able to make work in relatively safe cities in 

peacetime. Some years ago, I turned down a commission that was floated for me to make

my Polaroid-based images in and about Beirut. I was excited but then arrived at a series of

questions to which my answer was ‘no’. No, I did not want anyone else to take my photos 

for me there (amazingly this was suggested and it leads me on to the second section of this

paper); no, I did not want a security detail or some kind of chaperone, nor an agreed safe

route for shooting in the city; but no I might not have felt safe enough to go solo in that city.

My child was just months old at the time and as his mother I felt I could neither take him 

nor leave him behind. I decided I had to turn it down. 

‘Unknown photographer’

Photographs by women might be found in every archive, if we bear in mind the contexts of

absence and the practicalities that lie behind an art practice. With photos from the past we

often try to identify the sitters and the setting, or seek to analyse what is pictured for what

we can learn from them as documents. I would urge you also to consider who may have 

actually pressed the shutter release.

One of my first thoughts in starting my research for this paper, in reference to the 

symposium title Ways of Seeing, was to reread John Berger et al.’s famous publication of that

name. I noted his/their sentence: ‘The invention of the camera changed the way men saw.’5

It jars that the male pronoun here presumably stands in for ‘people’, but maybe it has also

skewed us to assume that the person behind the camera was generally male?
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Personal safety equation

At the risk of sounding timid, I pre-emptively limit where and when I shoot for reasons that,

while not exclusive to women, can be argued probably have a lesser effect on men. 

Every day as I walk to and from my Glasgow studio or wander

in whatever city I am visiting, I weigh up in my mind time and

again: is that street safe enough for me to walk down and

shoot?

Let me expand on this a little. I make photographs in cities. 

I choose to walk and shoot alone nine times out of ten. I do 

not plan my route or tell anyone else where I will be shooting. 

So, in the first place, my photographs are all taken in daylight; 

I do not shoot in the streets at night. And by day I follow my gut

feeling as to whether a particular location feels safe enough 

to walk down and, further, to stop and take shots in. Using 

a camera that makes very audible noises (the distinctive click

burr whizz of a vintage Polaroid camera creating and ejecting

an exposure) brings attention to me. 

People are not my subject, walking through the built 

environment is. I am not usually in busy areas, preferring the

anonymous backstreets to the iconic landmarks of a city. Even in daylight I would not walk

down an alley or a closed-end street if there is one man or a small group there. It is common

sense not female intuition. I am drawn to the grittier side of cities however, but if I find 

myself in a situation – as I did in San Francisco one day on turning a corner and finding 

myself among dealers and drug users – that feels unsafe, I walk confidently and briskly

away. You just won’t see my photos from there; I did not stop to take any. 

Evidently there are huge and notable exceptions to reckoning up the personal safety 

equation. War photographers, male and female, we know regularly put themselves in 

bodily danger taking photographs. Let us cite the award-nominated For Sama (2019) by 

Waad Al-Kateab ‘who filmed in Aleppo with a baby in her arms as the Syrian civil war 

raged around them’.4

The photos by women you just won’t see 
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Above:
Figure 3: 
Sarah Kudirka, 
Kinning Park triptych,
2020, 
oil and pencil over 
Polaroids. 
© Sarah Kudirka
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(Female photographers are still today being patronised and criticised with similar or far

worse words.) Those may be the pictures taken by family members and undoubtedly on 

occasion women were behind the lens as well as in the frame. Unpack the many shots that

fall outwith those formal portraits evidently taken by a professional photographer and 

challenge your own assumptions. Looking at the back of snapshots may not help much. 

Any names pencilled on may only identify the occasion or the sitters to future generations.

Family photos, in domestic collections, are rarely considered ‘authored’ by whomsoever 

took them.

Conclusion

The aim of this paper has been not to assert grand truths but offer gentle provocation. 

It does not rail against the barriers to women being able to take photographs now or in the

past. It does, however, bring to light some plain facts that historians may simply overlook: 

the mundane, practicalconsiderations that circumscribe particularly female photography

practice. As Sontag put it when writing of the work of Diane Arbus, ‘the activity of a 

photographer ... is always willed’.6 I would add that there is also a social and economic 

context and other limiting factors in women’s lives that inevitably frame every shot taken 

or not. Will alone is insufficient.

Why should we worry about reattributing photos from the past to other potentially female

makers? It may make little difference, or it may prove very revealing. My point is that we 

cannot get the full picture of photography in Scotland without understanding the reasons

behind the photos by women you just won’t see. This could alter how we regard the images

that are made/developed/saved/printed/collected/shown. The ‘unknown photographer’

of every shot may not become knowable, but those women who have taken up a camera

would surely nod in approval

1. Amalia Ulman, ‘Why I Staged My Own Instagram Meltdown’, in Screen Time: A Photography Special, FT Magazine
(London: The Financial Times, 3 January 2020).
2. Jeff L. Rosenheim, ‘Walker Evans: Polaroids’, in Walker Evans Polaroids (Zurich, Berlin and New York: Scalo in 
association with The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 2002), p.5.
3. Susan Sontag, ‘In Plato’s Cave’, in On Photography (London: Penguin Books, 1979), p.15.
4. Joy Lo Dico quote in FTWeekend (London, The Financial Times, 20 January 2019), Life&Arts back page.
5. John Berger with Sven Blomberg, Chris Fox, Michael Dibb and Richard Hollis, ‘Understanding a Photograph’, in 
Ways of Seeing (London, Penguin Books, 1972), p.18.
6. Sontag, ‘Photographic Evangels’, in On Photography, p.139.
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In early 2020, I was fortunate enough to see in person the National Galleries of Scotland

show on the MacKinnon Collection, in Edinburgh. Viewing the exhibits I saw the attribution

‘Unknown photographer’ used repeatedly on the labels. This is not a criticism. I would not

suggest it is an inaccurate term nor counsel curators to include nothing but attributable 

images. We would lose a great deal from being denied sight of the wealth of anonymous

photographic documentation of Scottish life in the past.

I quickly realised that in my mind’s eye (even as a woman frequently working with a camera

in my hand) while going around the show I pictured those ‘unknown photographers’ as 

automatically male. But here were shots of female workers working to manufacture muni-

tions and engaged in other heavy labour during wartime when the men of Scotland were

away fighting – would the photographer not have been likely also to be a woman? It seems

silly to discount the strong possibility when one reflects upon it. Is it too much to suggest

also that a photograph in the MacKinnon Collection showing Scottish suffragettes marching

on the release of Mary Phillips from Holloway Prison, London, in 1908 may have been 

photographed not just by (probably) male press photographers but also by women within 

or allied to the movement?

This led me to wonder, could there be countless photographs by women in Scotland’s 

collections and archives? In attics, wardrobes, sideboards, hat boxes, tucked in books and

letters, mounted in family albums in homes ranging from castles to cottages are thousands

of snaps that, having come down to us through the years without a photographer’s name 

attached, are assumed to have been taken by men. But it should be questioned whether

that is a reasonable assumption, when from the early days of photography there have been

a fair number of professional and amateur female practitioners in this country. Think of 

parallels in literature, especially poetry or folklore, when maybe ‘Anon.’ was a woman.

Picture this: you have a box of photographs open in front of you from the family or country

house you are researching. Take a close look at the informal photos, those shots taken in the

garden, the nursery or on the estate. Who might have been behind the camera, if the shots

are not attributed? Look twice at the faded snaps that (at some point down the line before

you came to them) have been captioned ‘charming’, ‘fun’, ‘light-hearted’ or ‘whimsical’. 

The photos by women you just won’t see 
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Celebrating different ways of seeing

Photography as an artistic medium has been impacted by the proliferation of images on 

social media and marketing campaigns. The idealised and often photoshopped photos 

of women are a kind of filter which needs to be discarded to enable the reclaiming of 

photography as an inclusive and accessible art form. My research supported this process:

through engaging with marginalised women and supporting them to use their phone 

cameras to record their everyday lives, it was possible to create original imagery which 

also gave important insights into their ‘ways of seeing’ the world.

Betty’s photos provided many candid shots of summers spent at Overstrand Beach in 

Norfolk, and these captured moments were a rich seam of inspiration for the participants.
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This paper is based on an inclusive arts practice research project which I ran from October

to December 2019 with mothers of children and young people with special educational

needs and learning disabilities. An important aspect of the research project was having open

access to the thousands of photos that amateur photographer Betty Tipler (1921–2012) took

in her lifetime. Betty’s daughter was a research participant who kindly gave permission for

this to happen. The domestic yet also artistic nature of the photos meant they were a source

of inspiration alongside being reassuring. Here was someone who collated huge photo 

albums that went beyond being a record of her family’s life. They were arranged 

alphabetically by place and also included letters, invitations, written accounts of events 

and holidays and local newspaper articles.

Materiality of photos and memories

As an inclusive arts practitioner, I could see the value of Betty’s photos and used the 

collection as a way of what Alice Fox and Hannah Macpherson, authors of the book Inclusive

Arts Practice and Research: A Critical Manifesto, would describe as ‘follow[ing] a particular

material … [to] think about what they achieve, the agency of the materials and the ‘social

work’ that art materials and practices can do’.1

This happened through photo elicitation – the participants had time in each session to 

reflect on some of Betty’s photos and discuss how they related to them. This brought back

memories of their own families and how they had experienced photography in their lives.

Material photos are more accessible and can be a catalyst for conversations in a different

way to an online resource. As Brian C. O’Connor and Roger B. Wyatt write in their book 

Provocations: Thinking In, With, and About Photographs: ‘Images float on top of the currents 

of memory across a sea of time. Like the fluid, ever-changing surface of the sea, our views

of images change, grow and redefine themselves over time.’2

Betty created with her albums a ‘real’ version of what might now be found on Facebook; 

due to their materiality participants could see how printed photos potentially have a 

different life cycle to those online.

How can photography support women 
to share narratives 
and explore their creativity? 
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Right:
Figure 1: 
Betty Tipler, 
photograph taken at
Overstrand Beach 
in Norfolk, 1955. 
© Betty Tipler
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Right:
Figure 4: 
Rai Royal, 
Patterns, 2019. 
© Rai Royal
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Supporting creativity through experiential learning

In order to enable an exploration of creativity through photography, I drew on theories 

based on praxis. This hands-on, experiential learning process was aimed at empowering 

the participants to bypass some of the blocks around the concept of being creative and 

how to do it – in line with the educational theorist David A. Kolb’s opinion that ‘Learning 

is the process whereby knowledge is created through the transformation of experience.’3

In the second session participants were invited to make nature mandalas. Once begun, 

intense concentration on the task was evident. Mandalas were made, photographed and

then ‘unmade’. The photos were printed straight away so participants could instantly see 

the results of their creative process.

Drawing on the experiential learning gained in the mandala-making session, the group tried

going beyond representational photography. Working with personal objects that had a story

to tell, participants collaborated to find a way of sharing these stories via a series of photos.

In between sessions participants were invited to take photos and share them via a 

private Facebook group. This meant that they had the opportunity to view themselves as

photographers during their everyday

lives, thereby moving out of traditional

caring roles through their creativity.

One week the theme was patterns

and this evoked a strong response;

the variety of photos produced

demonstrated that this this enabled 

a shift in the way photography was

being used. It was an internal process

which was made visible by the images

captured. As the philosopher 

Roland Barthes writes: ‘Ultimately

photography is subversive not when 

it frightens, repels or even stigmatises,

but when it is “pensive”, when it thinks.’

Above:
Figure 2: 
Betty Tipler, 
photograph taken at
Overstrand Beach 
in Norfolk, captioned 
‘Re-dressing is not easy!’,
1956. 
© Betty Tipler

Right:
Figure 3: 
Betty Tipler, 
photograph taken at
Overstrand Beach 
in Norfolk, 1958. 
© Betty Tipler
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Right:
Figure 5: 
Steph Neal, 
Self-Portrait, 
2019. 
© Steph Neal
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Photography, feminism and gender

Jo Spence proposes in her book What Can a Woman do with a Camera?:

Here is an invitation for women to look very differently at their lives and …

never to denigrate what we have or do … It is important for women to move

to a wide arena which includes work, social endeavour and politics … areas

which are in a way marginalized through this society’s obsessive emphasis

on ‘the family’.5

Part of the research was about how gender has an impact on the kinds of photography 

practised by women. When discussing this, some participants said women are often held 

responsible for recording family events – that it was another ‘job’ they had to do. In contrast

to this, participating in the research group was seen as ‘spending time taking photographs,

giving myself the space and time to do something that I enjoy, just for me’.6

All the participants were also mothers to children and young adults with special needs; 

all the jobs this involves are very time-consuming. Caring for and being responsible for their

children potentially left them with little time to be creative. In one session, the many roles

they had were explored and an invitation given to allow space for the roles of artist and 

photographer to be seen. Self-portraits were then created.

Right:
Figure 6: 
Steph Neal, 
Out with a trout, 
2019. 
© Steph Neal
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Findings

Through exploring how photography can be used to tell stories, photos began to take on 

different meanings: the participants went beyond reflecting a literal scene to something

more abstract and multi-faceted. This was very apparent when participants were invited 

to create images of memories they didn’t have any actual photos of. In photos like 

Out with a trout (figure 6)

by a participant, you can

see how they have been

involved in what Fox and

Macpherson would call

‘forms of world-making

rather than just 

re-presenting the world

as it already exists’.

One significant finding

was that, due to its 

accessible nature, 

photography can be 

an adaptable creative

medium for time-

pressured mothers and

carers. Mobile phones

have built-in high-quality

cameras which were

used creatively both in

the research sessions

and in everyday life by

the participants.

I have shared only some

examples of the photos

taken during the 

research by women who

did not initially identify themselves to be artists or photographers. However, their work

shows that they are indeed photographers. In Fox and Macpherson’s words: ‘The artwork 

itself is of value, for the work produced is a form of human expression where knowledge 

is created and meaning is made.’8

How can photography support women 
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Recommendations

Whilst the emphasis of the sessions was on photography, a safe sharing environment 

was supported by knowing that all the participants were mums and carers. The inherent 

difficulties of this were known about and understood without having to explain them. The

emphasis was not directly on this aspect of their lives, but it needed to be acknowledged 

so that a nurturing space, community and sense of belonging existed, within which creativity

was much more likely to be able to thrive and be explored.

A valued part of the project involved the participants working individually towards making 

a photo album to share with the group at the final session. The variety of responses to this

invitation reflected the range of applications possible with photography. From revisiting all

the places one participant had lived at in Brighton, to collating Christmas photos, these 

were personal spaces with a very different identity to photos shared on social media. The

materiality of them was a significant part of this. They helped participants begin to establish

their identities as creative photographers.

In the end-of-year exhibition for my Inclusive Arts Practice MA, I offered a pop-up experien-

tial learning/interactive space where members of the public could choose from a variety of

objects and arrange, photograph and print the results to add to the display. The interactions

this enabled reflected the results from the research – that active participation facilitates a

creative process which is accessible and inclusive. This would benefit from further research

to allow more to be discovered about the relationships between objects, space, photography

and creative outcomes.

Conclusion

As an inclusive arts practitioner, what resonates for me and will influence my future work

most is  Rachel Naomi Remen’s philosophical idea that ‘the places in which we are seen and

heard are holy places’.9 Enabling this kind of space is not straightforward but if managed it

can help facilitate collaboration and creativity, especially with marginalised groups who are

often not seen or heard.

By capturing and recording our perspectives as women, we offer our ways of seeing not 

for validation but for acceptance. Betty included in her vast collection of photos all her 

misprints, blurry or accidental photos; by seeing them we see her as relatable and real as

well as an artist and creative. It is this reality of being a woman that photography captures

and communicates.

Right:
Figure 7: 
Betty Tipler’s 
photographs in use 
during the project, 
2019. 
© Katie Gander
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Photography is a medium which supports us through providing an accessible, flexible and

friendly framework which can reflect and share life experiences without needing to have

lots of technical knowledge.

To be creative requires allowing some vulnerability, and if you don’t have access to being

nurtured, either by others or yourself, then this is very challenging. Photography has shown

me, through this research and my artistic practice, that it can be a very valuable, nurturing

and supportive tool for the creative process and sharing stories that are hard to tell. 

As Susan Sontag so eloquently puts it: ‘Photographs are a species of alchemy, for all that

they are prized as a transparent account of reality.’10

1. Alice Fox and Hannah Macpherson, Inclusive Arts Practice and Research: A Critical Manifesto
(Abingdon: Routledge, 2015), p.153.
2. Brian C. O’Connor and Roger B. Wyatt, Photo Provocations: Thinking In, With, and About Photographs (Maryland: 
Scarecrow Press, 2004), p.119.
3. David A. Kolb, Experiential Learning: Experience as the Source of Learning and Development
(New Jersey: FT Press, 2014), p.51.
4. Roland Barthes, Camera Lucida (New York: Farrar, Straus & Giroux, 1999), p.38.
5. Jo Spence and Joan Solomon (eds), What Can a Woman Do with a Camera?: Photography for Women (London: 
Scarlet Press, 1995), p.14.
6. Feedback from a group participant.
7. Fox and Macpherson, Inclusive Arts Practice and Research, p.137.
8. Fox and Macpherson, Inclusive Arts Practice and Research, p.144.
9. Rachel Naomi Remen, Kitchen Table Wisdom: Stories That Heal (New York: Riverhead Books, 1994), p.244.
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Through the delivery of these photography projects in 2002, Drysdale was able to share her

photography skills with local women, enabling them to explore and document their lives 

and the lives of other women resident in south-west Edinburgh. The collective she founded 

provided a space for the women to engage in the practice of social documentary photography

and to use the photographic image as a tool for social action and change. This was a key

concept held by the Adult Learning Project and one that is aligned with Paulo Freire’s 

philosophy and practice. Crucial to his argument is that the student becomes co-creator of

knowledge and the belief that every human being, no matter how impoverished or illiterate,

can acquire and nurture an awareness of self, and has the right to be heard. 

Over the years, WIFIE has attracted women from many different walks of life. These have

not only been the married and old as the name might imply, but also young professional

women. WIFIE has created a space for these women to share their experiences and tell their

stories to a wider audience using the creative power of the camera. By working together

through their common interest in photography, the women found an opportunity to learn

and perfect camera skills and experiment with different photographic practices alongside

other women. This method of peer education and peer learning helps to encourage the

sharing of skills and knowledge, promotes enquiry and builds confidence from knowing 

that all knowledge and experience is valid.

Drysdale has never let the belief in education and learning as tools for change falter; 

the idea that women can be co-creators of their own stories or their own images has been 

fundamental to this collective’s evolution from day one. It hasn’t been all plain sailing of

course, and it has taken a number of years, but by encouraging and supporting mutual trust

and dialogue amongst the women, members have been able to investigate global issues 

or themes whilst connecting their personal experiences as an important component to 

these investigations.

WIFIE has now become an established collective for women with a passion for photography

and an enthusiasm to use the medium creatively to depict their lives and the gendered

position that impacts on women throughout society. Members have focused their camera

lenses on and created images which have engaged with world events like the 

16 Days Campaign against violence against women, and with issues such as body image,

mental health and the environment, to name but a few.

Six years on from the inception of WIFIE the collective decided to take part in the International

Festival of Middle Eastern Spirituality & Peace. Members were invited to explore ideas relating

to fashion, culture and spirituality. Some selected elements of these themes and some linked

the different elements together, like ‘Fashion & Culture’ or ‘Spirituality & Culture’. Drysdale

believes that this exhibition was a significant milestone for WIFIE as it validated and 

established the diversity and unique voices of the participating members in a way that 

previous exhibitions hadn’t achieved. WIFIE had grown up and found its voice – found its

many voices.
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The photographic image is a powerful tool and one that needs to be in the hands of women

to facilitate the representation of women in society fully and authentically. In Scotland’s 

capital, a woman-only collective called Women In Focus In Edinburgh are taking control of

their cameras and using photography to highlight the gendered injustices that exist in society. 

Women In Focus In Edinburgh is a collective for women who are passionate about 

photography and equally passionate about the socio-political positions that society 

imposes on women. With an approach related to the theory of the educationalist and 

activist Paulo Freire – notably that of critical pedagogy – the women share their own lived 

experiences and knowledge to explore new ways of seeing and representing the world 

and the position that women occupy it. This collective is more often referred to by its

acronym WIFIE – a slang word for an older or married woman in Scotland, here cleverly

reappropriated into a memorable moniker for a grassroots organisation. This paper will look

at how the collective was formed and how these early influences have shaped its tenets 

as it came into being. The paper will finish by looking at one project that took WIFIE out 

of exhibition spaces and into a wider public arena.

Eighteen years ago, whilst delivering photography workshops to many different women’s 

organisations with the Adult Learning Project in Edinburgh, Margaret Drysdale first started

thinking about the idea of creating a collective for women around an interest in photography.

She had a keen interest in how the socio-political landscape impacted on the lives of the

women she was engaging with; women from ethnic-minority backgrounds, women with 

disabilities and women with mental health issues. She recognised that the common bond

between these groups was that they were all women and that these additional characteristics

were intersectional to their commonality.

Collective action:  
supporting the representation of women 
in Scotland and the use of guerrilla tactics 
to address the absence of women 
within public spaces
Caroline Armstrong 

Chair of Women In Focus In Edinburgh

Margaret Drysdale

Founder of Women In Focus In Edinburgh



Above:
Figure 2: 
Posing for the 
Muriel Spark ‘statue’, 
February 2016. 
© Women in Focus 
in Edinburgh
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For the Audacious Women Festival, WIFIE hosted a free event to teach women who were 

interested in learning about photography some basic portrait photography skills, whilst 

at the same time providing a space to have a dialogue about the exclusion and lack of

recognition that key female figures from history have been subjected to. The notable

women that were chosen included: Elsie Inglis, a doctor, philanthropist and suffragist; 

Mary Somerville, an astronomer and mathematician; Maria Ogilvie Gordon, a geologist and

scientist; Elizabeth Blackwell, a botanical illustrator; and the novelist Dame Muriel Spark.

Costumes were hired appropriate to each of these excluded historical figures. Participants,

including WIFIE members, took turns being the photographer and the model to create 

‘statues’ of these women from Scotland’s history (figure 2). Information sheets were 

provided so that everyone could learn about each of these women, their stories and 

their achievements.

Below:
Figure 1: 
Belinda Burch, 
Women In Black 
demonstration
at the 
St Bride’s Centre, 
March 2015. 
© Belinda Burch
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The diversity and creativity that has emerged from the members of the WIFIE collective is 

a testament to the sensitivities found in the variety of images and stories told by the women.

Over the years WIFIE has exhibited in a range of different venues in Edinburgh and regularly

during International Women’s Day. In 2013 the theme selected by WIFIE was ‘Body Image’,

whilst in 2015 the theme chosen by International Women’s Day and adopted by WIFIE was

‘Make a Difference, Make it Happen’. In the exhibition in 2013, Mizzy Hussain Bukhari 

interrogated the use of the image of Reeva Steenkamp on the front page of the tabloid

newspaper The Sun after her brutal murder by her partner the Olympic athlete Oscar 

Pistorius. Caroline Armstrong creatively considered the way in which images are manipulated

digitally using software such as Photoshop, and how bodies are manipulated physically

through activities like skin tanning or bleaching to attain 

the ‘Body Beautiful’ – a constructed concept in itself.

For International Women’s Day 2015, Belinda Burch’s 

approach was within the genre of social documentary as

she set out to photograph a demonstration that is regularly

held at the east end of Edinburgh by members of Women

In Black – a global network of women who are opposed 

to war and committed to peace and justice (figure 1). Other

work in this exhibition included a visual comment about the

divide between global corporations and the environment,

whilst another WIFIE member investigated the issue of 

domestic violence.

In February 2016, WIFIE members participated in the 

Audacious Women Festival for the first time. It was 

perfectly timed for WIFIE to instigate their plan for some

surreptitious activity during International Women’s Day 

in March 2016. The guerrilla event being planned would

draw attention to the fact that women are chronically 

missing from our public spaces and would hopefully 

contribute to redressing this issue.

Collective action:  

Caroline Armstrong 

Margaret Drysdale



Above left:
Figure 3: 
The Muriel Spark ‘statue’
outside the 
Edinburgh Writers’ 
Museum, 
March 2016. 
© Women In Focus 
in Edinburgh

Above right:
Figure 4: 
The Elsie Inglis ‘statue’ 
in front of the 
Scottish Parliament, 
March 2016. 
© Women in Focus 
In Edinburgh
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but they only managed to raise 4% of the £50,000 funding that they aimed for. However, 

the good news is that a new campaign is being planned and WIFIE hopes that one day this

amazing woman will be honoured in the way that she deserves – publicly. 

It is evident that the philosophy and practice instilled at the very beginning of Women 

In Focus In Edinburgh has governed the way that this photography collective evolved. 

The synergy between the key components – art, activism, empowerment, the re-imagining

of women in society and the intersectionality of the collective – gives WIFIE its power 

and creativity.

Paulo Freire championed the act of critical pedagogy as a way to examine power structures

and patterns of inequality. His philosophy and practice was to shift the dialogue from the 

oppressor into the hands of the oppressed. Like Freire, the photography collective WIFIE

has established an approach that supports those whose voices are often unheard, and

places a camera in the hands of women from different backgrounds to generate a wider 

diversity of images to represent women in Scotland. 

WIFIE has created a space for many women to collectively learn, challenge and grow 

together. It is a space where women can use the power of photography to illustrate a new

way of looking at the world, at the injustices that remain today and to portray women from

their perspective. This has to be a lasting legacy. It is not by accident that WIFIE had their

moment as guerrilla warriors. 
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These were all women that WIFIE felt worthy of being memorialised with statues, although

the potential for many more candidates was evident. There is an abysmal lack of statues

commemorating women across the world, including in Scotland and in Edinburgh. In fact, 

in Edinburgh there are more statues of animals than there are of women. To compound this

insult, of the three statues of women in Edinburgh, only two are named and they are both 

of queens. Statues are a reminder of the kinds of people who are revered and celebrated 

by society, and when these people are almost all men it sends the message that women

didn’t do anything notable or worth celebrating, which is simply not true.

After the workshop, during post-production, these recreated portraits of notable women

were given a grainy stone effect with a plaque added underneath each of them to explain

who they were, the dates when they lived and the outstanding achievements that they 

had contributed to society. The images were then printed almost life size and turned into 

cardboard cut-outs. During International Women’s Day, on 8 March, the cardboard statues

were placed clandestinely around Edinburgh into the places that WIFIE felt they should 

belong. For example, Dame Muriel Spark, the novelist, was placed beside Edinburgh’s 

Writers’ Museum (figure 3).

Finally, Edinburgh had five new ‘statues’, of women who WIFIE felt deserved public 

recognition but who had been shamefully excluded from their rightful place in society. 

Interestingly, Elsie Inglis, who was placed near the Parliament building (figure 4), was 

removed within a couple of hours and Maria Ogilvie Gordon removed within the first day. 

As planned, after a week the remaining statues were taken down. During that time WIFIE 

felt that they had done something to redress the balance to give the women just a little bit

of the recognition they deserve.

This project and the action of placing these five ‘statues’ in public spaces was WIFIE’s first

foray into guerrilla tactics and it caught the attention of people across the UK. A few press

outlets reported on it and the story of the guerrilla action and the cardboard statues of these

women was published in the Edinburgh Evening News. A couple of online news sources and

some radio interviews were part of the dissemination of this public venture so that anyone

who hadn’t even seen the statues could read or hear about it. This audacious guerrilla tactic

managed to flag up the issue that here in Edinburgh, and no doubt many other places, there

is a lack of representation of women in public spaces that should be addressed. The 

following year the City of Edinburgh launched a campaign to erect a statue of Elsie Inglis 

Collective action:  

Caroline Armstrong 

Margaret Drysdale
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British tintypes are frequently excluded from the photographic canon of Victorian 

portraiture; they have been marginalised and under-researched, and are rarely exhibited. 

Yet the tintype as a constructed self-portrait is a document of the emerging agency of the

working class, and of working-class women in particular. As the most inexpensive method 

of early photography, the tintype created a virtual democracy in photographic portraiture;

now almost everyone could afford to have their picture taken.

The images shown here, from my own collection, will most likely have been made by itinerant

working-class photographers, and their subject matter will have been almost exclusively

working class too. These anonymous peripatetic photographers would have pushed their

carts through backstreets, on beaches, and from town to town, hawking their services to

those unable to afford a more conventional carte-de-visite portrait in a formal studio. The

fist-on-hip pose and elements surrounding the woman in figure 1 suggest a slightly harried

situation, and upon closer inspection, a blurred dog and possibly a small child are also 

hovering in the doorway. The ‘quick and dirty’ aspect of the wet collodion process, which

would only take a few minutes, might have persuaded this woman to agree to a portrait 

despite her obvious and immediate obligations.

Victorian women are frequently captured in these domestic situations in British tintypes –

standing in doorways, on the threshold of a house, a pub or a shop. The elderly lady in 

figure 2 is quite literally contained by the gate and fence of her home, while a younger man

is apparently keen to show off his tricycle outside the confines of the property. And yet it 

is the woman and not the man who is looking directly at the photographer. These domestic 

situations often offer up small but fascinating details to be parsed in the background: 

net curtains in the windows, flower pots on window sills, brick floors at their feet, and 

interiors glimpsed through open doorways – authentic information which is absent from 

studio portraiture.

On The Threshold:  
The Victorian Tintype and 
Working Class Women’s Self-Identity
Sheila Masson 

Photographer

Opposite:
Figure 1: 
Woman with her fist 
on her hip, 
c.1890–1900, 
tintype, 
Sheila Masson Collection,
TT204. 
© Sheila Masson



Opposite:
Figure 2: 
Woman behind gate 
and man with bike,
c.1890–1900, 
tintype, 
Sheila Masson Collection,
TT514. 
© Sheila Masson
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Willing clientele of the itinerant tintype photographer often included household staff or

those in service who were used to receiving goods on the doorstep from delivery men 

or hawkers. As in figure 3, the starched white aprons and household duties visible in the

background are a blunt statement of the women’s working lives. However, the informality 

of these portraits and perhaps the salesman charm of the photographer frequently elicit 

expressions and postures which reveal personalities and depth missing from the more 

regimented carte-de-visite photographs.

In figure 4, the woman’s wary gaze from the doorstep of a baker and confectioner’s shop 

is in stark contrast to the confident pose of one of the younger men standing in front of her;

she hovers in the entrance, while they enjoy a more public position. Although she is presumably

an employee or possibly even an owner of the shop, this woman is aware that she is not the

main subject of this portrait and appears almost uncomfortable in her inclusion.

In contrast, the woman in figure 5 (possibly a pub or inn landlady) who has been photographed

with a large barrel of potatoes, has an air of self-possession and self-worth in her stance.

She exudes quiet confidence in her surroundings, which suggests that as soon as this 

photograph has been taken, she will sweep back into the darkened interior of the business

and continue her work.

In group portraits, Victorian women are frequently holding children or posing with large 

families or other household members of staff, but as with figure 6, they can also be seen

arm-in-arm with friends or lounging on beaches. The socially acceptable company of other

women can impart an informality and intimacy often absent when photographed within their

roles as daughters, wives, mothers or employees. 

Typically confined by their social and financial status, tintypes gave marginalised working-

class women an unprecedented opportunity to record themselves by their own authority.

The relative spontaneity of the collodion process and lack of prescriptive studio etiquette 

allowed these women to express themselves beyond the restrictions and narrow boundaries

of their working lives. Although in contrast to present-day selfies and modern portraiture

these may seem quite restrained, at the time this simple, unique metal portrait would have

been a significant statement of the self-identity of these women, whose lives had little to 

no agency. They could present themselves in a permanent image as they chose – that is,

outside of societal limits and proudly within their peer groups or professions.
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On The Threshold: 

Sheila Masson 
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Opposite:
Figure 6: 
Group portrait of 
three women,
c.1890–1900, 
tintype, 
Sheila Masson Collection,
TT111. 
© Sheila Masson

Below right:
Figure 5: 
Woman with a barrel 
of potatoes, 
c.1890–1900, 
tintype, 
Sheila Masson Collection,
TT172. 
© Sheila Masson
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Right:
Figure 3: 
Woman in white apron,
c.1900–10, 
tintype, 
Sheila Masson Collection,
TT261. 
© Sheila Masson

Below left:
Figure 4: 
Group outside baker
and confectioner’s shop,
c.1890–1900, 
tintype, 
Sheila Masson Collection,
TT651. 
© Sheila Masson

On The Threshold: 

Sheila Masson 
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Initial research on an album assembled by Elizabeth, Duchess of Gordon has revealed the

selection of several cards depicting women aristocrats from across the United Kingdom. 

(For more on the photograph albums at Brodie Castle, see Lily Barnes’s paper, pp.16-29 

of this issue.) Gordon is described as a kind-hearted woman with a passion for charitable

causes.3 She, like many other women, collected cartes de visite in customised albums, 

bound with leather and brass clasps. This hobby brought about the skill of collecting

amongst women, and the use of varied mixed media to decorate them. Decorating these 

carte-de-visite albums was very popular at the time, with some even illustrated with drawings

that show off the women’s imagination.4 Gordon does not choose to decorate this album;

however, she names almost all the sitters, leaving enough information of who the sitters are.

These portraits present a sitter. Whether named or not, there is something in each portrait

that presents the sitter in a particular manner. The painted backdrops and the props were

carefully considered by the photographer. These had also to reflect the personality of the

sitter, presenting his or her character, aspirations and perhaps interests which eventually 

led to knowing more about their social standing.5

William C. Darrah brings up this aspect in his book Cartes de Visite in Nineteenth Century

Photography (1981), arguing that portraiture is based on one of two things: the theory or

concept behind the portrait, and the methods used to produce it.6 The photographer’s ideas

of scenery, painted screens, and furniture amongst other accessories fulfilled efforts to

capture the character of the sitter in pleasing imagery.7 Darrah continues to elaborate that

the difference between painted and photographic portraiture is that a painter has more time

with the sitter, to get to know them and learn their mannerisms – unlike photography, which

happens in less than a minute.8

There is also the element of realism versus idealism. In painted portraiture, artists may 

have had the liberty to idealise the sitter and give their interpretation. In photography, the

camera captures what it has in front of it, with little to no editing. Darrah writes that at the

time both parties had many discussions about their differences; however, at one point art

and photography seemed to intertwine, with some photographers looking at artists to learn

more and imitate the painter by carrying some elements from paintings to cartes de visite,

while there was also this wish for the painter to execute the realism that photographers

could achieve with their cameras.9
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The cartomania craze in the 1860s took the photographic world by storm. Photographers

found a way to mass-produce small photographs, allowing people from all backgrounds 

to participate and acquire these new calling cards. Alphonse Disdéri was the photographer

that patented this photographic technique, and it became popular across the western world

with families cheaply producing portraits.1 Many famous people including musicians, writers,

diplomats and politicians amongst others took their own sets and put them up for sale,

allowing the general public to collect them. This led to what is now referred to as the

cartomania phenomenon.

It was a series of photos of Queen Victoria, Prince Albert

and their children that prompted this phenomenon of

collecting cartes de visite (figure 1). John Jabez Edwin

Mayall’s portraits of the Royal Family were published in

1860 after Queen Victoria gave her permission.2 These

were so popular that Mayall ended up publishing more

in 1861. In this series of photographs, Mayall moves

away from traditional painted portraiture and does not

put the couple in lavish costumes, crowns and jewels.

Instead they are attired in formal wear, just as any other

couple would dress at the time. There is no indication 

of their royal status, merely a couple having some

photographs taken of themselves and their family. 

The Cartomania Phenomenon:  
The Representation of Aristocratic Women 
in late Victorian Carte de Visite.
Audrey Rose Mizzi 

MLitt Graduate, University of St Andrews

Below:
Figure 1: 
Carte de visite
of Queen Victoria and
Prince Albert, 
before 1861, 
Brodie Castle 
73.8399.6.1, 
© National Trust for
Scotland
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Above left:
Figure 2: 
Carte de visite
of Cecilia Catherine
Bingham, 
before 1861, 
Brodie Castle 
73.8399.9.1, 
© National Trust for
Scotland
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The Cartomania Phenomenon: 

Audrey Rose Mizzi 

Opposite:
Figure 4: 
Carte de visite
of Mrs W. Muir, 
before 1861, 
Brodie Castle 
73.8399.41.1, 
© National Trust for
Scotland

Above right:
Figure 3: 
Carte de visite
of Emily Peel, 
before 1861, 
Brodie Castle 
73.8399.22.1, 
© National Trust for
Scotland
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Opposite:
Figure 5: 
Carte de visite
of Harriet Sydney Montagu, 
Duchess of Manchester 
and her children, 
before 1861, 
Brodie Castle 
73.8399.25.2, 
© National Trust for
Scotland
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Painted backdrops, according to Darrah, implied a level of wealth, position or culture. Both

Cecilia Catherine Bingham, Countess of Lucan (figure 2) and Emily Peel (figure 3), presented

in Gordon’s album pose in front of an elaborate landscape scene.10 Portraits of women by

different photographers had many props, particularly chests of drawers, Christian crosses,

flowers, baskets and books, unlike their male counterparts.11 On the other hand, posing did

not change as much from one photograph to another. Women tend to stand like their male

counterparts, one hand by their side and the other by their stomach.12 Mrs W. Muir’s carte 

de visite (figure 4) is an example of this.

Other times, women are also surrounded by their children. Some photographers would 

use the familiar pose of mother and child which was inspired by the many paintings of the

Madonna figure with a babe in her arms. Harriet Sydney Montagu, Duchess of Manchester,

for example, is seated, surrounded by her children (figure 5), moving away from the pose

mentioned earlier. All these poses were quite conventional at the time.13

The circulation of cartes de visite allowed aristocratic women, like Elizabeth, Duchess of

Gordon, to create images of themselves within photographic studios, which could then 

be shared amongst their relatives and peers. Cartes de visite as calling cards introduced

someone in their best fashion and offered opportunities for women to be seen in the 

same light as their male counterparts. 

1. Oliver Mathews, The Album of Carte-de-Visite and Cabinet Photographs 1854–1914
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1992), p.22. 
2. William C. Darrah, Cartes de Visite in Nineteenth Century Photography
(Gettysburg, Pennsylvania: privately published, 1981), p.6. 
3. Jamie Barron, ‘The Benevolent Elizabeth, Duchess of Gordon’, National Trust for Scotland website, 26 March 2020,
www.nts.org.uk/stories/the-benevolent-elizabeth-duchess-of-gordon (accessed 20 August 2020). 
4. Patrizia Di Bello, Women’s Albums and Photography in Victorian England: Ladies, Mothers and Flirts
(Aldershot and Burlington: Ashgate, 2007), p. 31. 
5. Mathews, The Album of Carte-de-Visite and Cabinet Photographs, p.24.
6. Darrah, Cartes de Visite, p.24.
7. Ibid.
8. Ibid.
9. Ibid., pp.24–25.
10. Ibid., p.31. 
11. Ibid., p.33. 
12. Ibid., pp.30–31.
13. Ibid., pp.36–37. 
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Opposite:
Figure 1:  
David Octavius Hill 
and Robert Adamson, 
Elizabeth (Johnstone) Hall,
The Beauty of Newhaven,
1843–47, 
salt paper print from 
calotype negative, 
V&A museum no.67390. 
© Victoria and Albert 
Museum.

Right:
Figure 2: 
David Octavius Hill 
and Robert Adamson, 
Group of fishwives in 
the lane, Newhaven, 
one carrying washing
[Newhaven 50], 
1843–47, 
salted paper print, 
National Galleries of 
Scotland. 
© National Galleries of
Scotland.
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These are the words of the critical theorist Walter Benjamin, writing in 1931 after his 

encounter with the ‘fishwife from Newhaven’. Taken by Robert Adamson and David Octavius

Hill, this calotype portrait of Elizabeth (Johnstone) Hall (figure 1) is known not only as one 

of the foundational works of photography, but as one of the first to be self-consciously 

presented as art.2

Hill and Adamson’s decision to photograph working people was not entirely unusual; 

19th-century portraiture was replete with the ‘peasant genre’, most famously, perhaps, 

in painted works by Gustave Courbet

and Jean-François Millet. In the 

middle of the 19th century, working

women, in particular, provided the

foil for gendered representations of

class, with the rural woman worker

depicted as passive, content and

natural; a positive embodiment of the

working class in contrast to the moral

uncertainties of the urban (often

male) worker.3 This concern with

labour – in particular, women’s labour

– can be traced in early photography

too, where we find servants and working people featuring as some of the earliest 

photographic subjects.4 Indeed Hill and Adamson were not the only photographers in 

Edinburgh in 1843 to render the fisherwomen and men of Newhaven into photographic 

subjects. The Edinburgh Calotype Club, perhaps the first photographic club in the world,

was established that same year, and it too took interest in the people of Newhaven.5

Depictions of fishwives were not confined to photography either: the fishwife featured

prominently in popular culture in the 19th century in poetry and in song.6 However, what

makes Hill and Adamson’s series ‘The Fishermen and Women of the Firth of Forth’ so unique,

is that they present named, living and breathing subjects (women and men), captured in their

flesh and blood before the lens. In a review of an 1846 exhibition in which Hill and Adamson’s

portraits featured, the Newhaven images are monumentalised in the very moment they are

still in production:

What wonderful things they are! ... these clean, sonsy, caller, comely,

substantial fishwives, – what a refreshing sight! As easy, as unconfined,

as deep-bosomed and ample, as any Grecian matron. Indeed, we have

often been struck, when seeing them sitting together round their oyster

creels, with their likeness to those awful and majestic women, the 

Fates of the Elgin Marbles.7 
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In photography … one encounters a new and strange phenomenon: in 

that fishwife from Newhaven, who casts her eyes down with such casual, 

seductive shame, there remains something that does not merely testify to 

the art of Hill the photographer, but something that cannot be silenced, 

that impudently demands the name of the person who lived at the time 

and who, remaining real even now, will never yield herself up entirely into art.

Walter Benjamin, 19311

‘Sonsy Fishwives’:  
Gender and Class in Early Scottish Photography
Caroline Douglas 

PhD Candidate, 

Royal College of Art



Above:
Figure 3: 
Old Parish Register 
of Births, 
692/1 80 145. 
© Crown copyright, 
National Records of 
Scotland.
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The fishwife was a familiar figure in 16th- and 17th-century 

Scotland, as well known as the many female taverners and

brewers, and part of a wider-still network of women occupied

with the purveying of food. Trades such as ‘butter wives’ and

‘fruit wives’ date back to the 1680s. A fishwife named Bessie,

who lived in Fisherrow at Newhaven, used to supply her 

upper-class clientele with ‘delicacies such as oysters, lobsters,

and flounders’; apparently, she was capable not only of signing

her own name but of writing out her own receipts.18

This is significant as these working women were thought to have

the same agency as men in controlling their household income.

This financial independence forged a distinct social position for

the fisherwomen comparative to that of their counterparts in

other parts of Scottish society. Accounts of the fishwives tend to

refer to their hard work, labouring bodies, community and song:

women with creels (baskets) crying their wares of ‘Caller cod’,

‘Caller herrin’, ‘New drawn frae the Forth’.19 A remarkable 

first-hand account from a fishwife in Fraserburgh offers a 

more brutal assessment of their working conditions. ‘As solitary

women on the road … Fishwives were often attacked both for

money and carnal knowledge. All carried sharp gutting knives. 

I would not have hesitated to plunge it into anybody who 

attempted to molest me.’20 In 1782, one woman from Fisherrow gave birth on a Wednesday

and by the next Saturday morning was walking up to Edinburgh with her creel.21 The fishing

industry offered a precarious living and a violent death. Census returns between the years

1851 and 1891 show that Elizabeth Johnston Hall and her husband, Daniel Hall, avoided this

particular fate. Yet her life was far from straightforward: some years later, widowed and 

without children, she was forced to give up the house at 2 Wester Close and died in 

poverty. The disconnect between the representation of Johnston Hall and the material 

conditions of her life is stark. What might she have thought about the subsequent (even 

contemporaneous) commentaries on her portrait? Might she have read the 1846 ‘sonsy 

fishwives’ review in The Witness?22 How might she have responded to those ideological,

often erotic interpretations of her as Madonna and nurturer? 

An answer to my questions can be found in the National Records in a document written by 

a solicitor, dated 1899: ‘Mrs Elizabeth Johnston or Hall who declares that she cannot write 

on account of never having been taught’.23 In a single moment, the image of the literate 

fishwife was shattered.

Her name was Elizabeth Johnston Hall, no ‘e’. 
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The reviewer, Dr John Brown, was not the only commentator to elevate Hill’s artistry in such

fantastical terms. That same year, another reviewer, Elizabeth Rigby, wrote: ‘Let Mr. Hill 

apply the Calotype instrument to a simple manly head in a commanding position, it creates 

a Sir Joshua [Reynolds], – give it an old face wrinkled with age, it returns us a Rembrandt.’8

But it was Benjamin who posed the question: who was the ‘woman who was alive there’?9

Nine decades on from Benjamin, Newhaven’s fishwife Johnstone Hall remains beyond our

reach; her biography a near invisibility. Like Benjamin, I too share an urge to get closer to her.

Who was she? Who was the woman who sat before Hill’s ‘Calotype instrument’? 

For Elizabeth Edwards, 19th-century photography’s indexicality was used as ‘a form of 

“virtual witness” – “what I saw, you too will see” – attesting to the truth value of observation’.10

Roland Barthes refers to this as something that ‘always carries the referent with itself’.11 

Carol Mavor renders this moment even more human and felt when she reminds us that 

upon viewing photographs, the light that once touched our subjects now touches us: 

‘Photographs literally transport light from days gone by to the modern viewer … this time

travel ensures a certain resonance between the sitter and the viewer’.12 Benjamin, of course,

alluded to this in his essay on the fishwife, where he paused to reflect on the ‘magical value’

of the photograph, which resides not only in the thought and actions of the photographer,

but in the subject herself. For Benjamin, she is ‘still real’, even if in only fragmentary and 

contingent forms.13 There is something about the sitter, and Johnstone Hall in particular,

which means she will ‘never yield herself up entirely into art’.14 And yet, Johnstone Hall 

has been archived and catalogued variously as ‘NEWHAVEN MADONNA’ (University 

of Glasgow); ‘Elizabeth (Johnstone) Hall, The Beauty of Newhaven’ (V&A); and 

‘It’s no fish ye’re buying, it’s men’s lives’ (Scottish National Portrait Gallery).

Two summers ago, I went in search of Johnstone Hall and her biography at the National

Records of Scotland with photography historian Roddy Simpson.15 Together we sieved

through census returns and parish records, trying to piece together her life. ‘Elizabeth 

Johnston’ was born on 18 August 1822 in the village of Newhaven, and baptised a few 

weeks later, on 4 September.16 On 9 December 1842, aged 20, she married local fisherman

Daniel Hall.17 In custom with Newhaven tradition, she kept her ‘maiden’ name and attached 

it to her new married name, becoming Elizabeth Johnston Hall (without an ‘e’). They lived 

at 2 Wester Close in Newhaven, just yards from the port. She would have been between 

21 and 26 years old when she was approached for her portrait. All of the men in her family –

her husband, father, brother, brother-in-law, cousin, father-in-law and nephew – were 

fishermen in Newhaven; her sister is listed as a ‘fish dealer’. This was a typical division of

labour within the mid-19th-century Newhaven family. 

‘Sonsy Fishwives’:  

Caroline Douglas



Right:
Figure 5: 
Digital positive of 
calotype negative by
David Octavius Hill 
and Robert Adamson, 
Mrs Elizabeth (Johnstone)
Hall, ‘Maggie Johnstone’,
Newhaven, 1843–47, 
Caroline Douglas 
2018. 
Original calotype 
held at Archives & 
Special Collections, 
University of Glasgow 
Library. 
Printed with permission,
University of Glasgow 
Library.
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I was in search of – an ‘outtake’ entitled ‘Mrs Elizabeth (Johnstone) Hall “Maggie Johnstone”’

(figure 5).26 It depicts her just moments before (or after) the original, ‘iconic’ shot was taken.

The negative has been retouched in ink and inscribed with the pencil markings ‘U.69’ and

‘D+’ and ‘Gum’. These calotype markings fleetingly bring the production process to life (from

my own practice, I now know how crucial they are to the maker). But most extraordinary of

all, Johnson Hall stares back. This move, from absorption to theatricality,27 initiates a form 

of communication, an exchange: Johnston Hall suddenly appears as a collaborator, as an 

active agent in the making of the image. In her slight smile, she disrupts a century of analysis

of her seductive shame. Her presence is felt here in abundance. 

Above:
Figure 4: 
Caroline Douglas, 
Untitled, 
2018, 
calotype. 
© Caroline Douglas.
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With these fragments in place, but still no closer to Johnston Hall’s voice, I turned to my

practice, to the making and restaging of calotypes. What could be learned from retracing

the revolutionary processes of 19th-century photography, from Lacock to Edinburgh, via 

St Andrews? Adopting the multiple role of the sitter, assistant and photographer, I worked

with contemporary calotypist Rob Douglas to make images as historically close to 

Robert Adamson’s methods as possible (figure 4). It is a

lengthy, physical and haptic process. One single photograph

contains at least 14 hours of labour and cannot be made 

easily without assistance. It is little wonder that Jessie Mann

(for more on whom, see Roddy Simpson’s paper, pp.46-49 

of this issue) was described as ‘thrice worthy … the most skilful

and zealous of assistants’.24 The washing alone takes hours of

care and is central to the calotype’s survival. ‘The Newhaven

Madonna’, then, possibly entails the labour of not just one

woman (Hall), but a second (Mann). 

Through the process, hair colour, freckles, skin colour, head

clamps and the folds of cloth, all reveal themselves in new 

immediate ways. In one case, the subject’s tattooed arms did

not show in the rendered calotype, yet her freckles were 

accentuated. My sitters did not even recognise their 

photographed self. As Macfarlane notes, ‘calotypes posit 

a truth, a glimpse of the world as if just disclosed, yet the 

moment of exposure of these individuals and the world they

inhabit as “true” or “authentic” is at once undermined by the

multiplicity of appearance of different selves’.25

Through my practice, I was beginning to understand the 19th-century calotype on new terms.

It has long been assumed that the calotype exposure time was minutes in length. Having

learned and faithfully followed Adamson’s recipe, I found that portraits could be captured 

in bright sunlight within tens of seconds or even seconds. This led me to return to Johnston

Hall anew: perhaps she was looking downwards not in shame or modesty, but simply 

because she had the bright sunlight in her eyes? 

I returned to the archive armed with a new question: what outtakes and other ‘selves’ might

exist? At the University of Glasgow Library Special Collections, I came across exactly what 
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In other words, the Scottish fishing industry was made secure in direct relation to the 

oppression and domination of enslaved people on plantations in the West Indies. 

Silver darlings – caught by men, gutted by women, sold in blood for gold. 

Perhaps the Johnstone Hall I have been in search of is non-existent, even fictional. And how

different is my pursuit of Johnston Hall from those of her 19th-century admirers? By looking

again at Hill and Adamson’s fishwives, through research and practice, there is still a great

deal more to learn about how women shaped the making of photography. As the heritage,

ownership or ‘fate’ of the so-called ‘Elgin Marbles’ (figure 7) are once again up for question –

so too, perhaps, are the clean, sonsy, caller, comely, substantial fishwives.

This research was generously funded by the British Association for Victorian Studies. A special thanks to 
Roddy Simpson for sharing his knowledge and expertise, and Sarah Hepworth at the University of Glasgow 
Special Collections for the very privileged access.

Below:
Figure 6: 
David Octavius Hill 
and Robert Adamson, 
Group of Newhaven 
fishermen, 
1843-47, 
modern calotype print 
by Michael and 
Barbara Gray, 1991, 
National Galleries of 
Scotland. 
© National Galleries of
Scotland.
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Both practice and archive, then, lead to a rethinking of the making of the calotype. And yet

I never did find that trace of Johnston Hall in her own voice. She died in 1901, and was buried

on the same day as Queen Victoria. Newhaven is no longer operational as a significant 

trading port. Its last working fishwife was Esther Liston, who retired in 1976, and was 

interviewed not long before she died. These are her words: 

My mother said it was too hard a life and wouldn’t let me learn it ... at 36, 

I started with the creel. It seemed like the natural thing to do. At first I felt

as if my neck was breaking. It’s an art you know. I used to practise with 

a two stone box of kippers, then I got used to it.28

And so, another layer of understanding is added: an account of the fisherwoman of

Newhaven; not Johnston Hall’s, but an account no less, and perhaps the last. 

But it is far from the final word in this project. Last year something

happened that changed the terrain of my research. In trying to 

‘get close’ to the fishwives, I learned they are my ancestors. For

generations, my family has lived in the surrounding area of Leith.

After some digging together with my mother in the National

Records of Scotland, we traced the connections. Not only did

members of my family hail from Newhaven, they were fishermen, 

fisherwomen, boatmen, ship carpenters, shipwrights and fishing

net makers during the period of Hill and Adamson. In the archive,

we encountered several wedding certificates bearing the 

signature of Rev. Dr James Fairbairn, which show the following

men to be members of my extended family. In my pursuit of

scholarly and practice-based findings, I had overlooked a 

source closer to home. 

Laura Guy has recently drawn our attention to how the researcher

can be unexpectedly implicated in the archive.29 Around the same

time as this encounter with my family history, I became interested

in the colonial dimensions of Hill and Adamson’s work. In looking

inwards (to the family archive), we have to face other, more 

uncomfortable truths. Recent scholarship has identified how Scottish fishing towns boomed

from the sale of salted herring to slave plantations. According to David Alston, two-thirds 

of herring exports in the late 18th century were bound for the West Indies.30
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people in a way that does not feel invasive – it lets you as the viewer in just enough to 

get a glimpse of this person’s life. Davidson himself was acutely aware of the power of a 

photograph. He wrote: ‘If I am looking for a story at all, it is in my relationship to the subject –

the story that tells me, rather than that I tell.’1

‘England/Scotland’ is unique, in that it takes on a distinctly American and outsider 

perspective, while simultaneously powerfully conveying 1960s values of family, motherhood

and hard work. ‘Land of the Free, Scotland the Brave’ – a paper whose title is a play on the

last lyric of the American national anthem, ‘The Star-Spangled Banner’, combined with 

the title of the famous Scottish anthem ‘Scotland the Brave’ – considers the posturing of

Davidson as an outsider, but ultimately argues that, through formal interpretations, and in 

a complex and interwoven exploration of the Scottish working woman, Davidson’s series

pays homage both to the women he photographs and to Scotland itself.

Born in Chicago in 1933, Davidson spent his young adulthood taking photographs. After 

his studies he was drafted to the United States Army, where he worked as a photographer.

Eventually, while stationed near Paris, he caught the attention of the French photographer

Henri Cartier-Bresson. Cartier-Bresson was impressed by Davidson’s stunning and deeply

powerful photographs, and invited him to join Magnum Photos in 1958.
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A mother is seen marching through a field in rural Scotland (figure 1). Adorned in a knee-

length skirt, buttoned-up cardigan and working boots, and carrying both a woven basket

and her small child, she treks through the field, concentrating and determined. On this 

overcast yet brisk day, she has multiple jobs to do; she must continue her labour, all the

while tending to her child and keeping it out of trouble.

Off-centre in the composition, the viewer’s eye tracks her walk, through the grassy marsh

and back to the dirt patch. To the left, the viewer sees her colleagues, bent over and digging

in the ground, their hands soiled and their boots muddy. The woman and her child are of

similar cleanliness as they both return to the patch – presumably after this mother went 

and gathered her wandering, curious child from walking too far into the distance.

The image captures a quiet, insightful moment that simultaneously reflects this woman’s

motherhood and the dedication she brings to her work. As she – quite literally – balances

her child, and by extension her motherhood with her place of work, the viewer is given a

glimpse into the variety of struggles she may face and an overwhelming sense of the duty

she holds. While a duty to work is at the forefront of this photograph, so is her duty to raising

and looking after her child. To the viewer, this subtle detail of balance plays a key factor in

feeling connected to the woman in the photograph. Her right arm is holding the majority of

the child’s weight as she props the child on her hip, while a basket sits in the crevice of her

left arm. On the surface, the viewer sees a woman carrying a child in a field, but a closer look

suggests the balance of being a working woman and a mother.

The image is one from the American photographer Bruce Davidson’s ‘England/Scotland’ 

series of 1960, in which he travelled to Scotland on commission from Queen Magazine

(now Harper’s Bazaar) in search of a culture on the brink of social revolution. Davidson’s 

photographs are vivid, nostalgic and evocative – the viewer feels a sense of closeness to the

people in his images. This is in a form of what I would deem ‘intimacy’ – Davidson’s camera

as the means of building a relationship between the viewer and subject. He is able to depict

Land of the Free, Scotland the Brave:  
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I found this young woman quite by accident, as I was walking the

London streets. I came upon a group of teenagers, and struck up 

a conversation. They took me into a cave, and then some kind of

huge dancehall. I think it was on an island. It was getting late, and 

I needed to move on the next morning, so I didn’t stay very long. 

But I isolated this girl to photograph, holding that kitten, which was

probably a stray she had found on the street, and carrying that

bedroll wrapped around her body. There was a great deal of 

mystery to her. I didn’t know where she had come from, and 

I didn’t get her name, but there was something about that face – 

the hopefulness, positivity and openness to life – it was the new

face of Britain. I still feel close to this picture. I wonder what that

young girl is doing now.4

Davidson’s photographs evoke an emotional response and a feeling of closeness between

viewer and subject. He illustrates everyday moments and people in an evocative, personal,

intimate light. Intimacy, in this sense, is based on the emotional response evoked from 

the viewer, and the consequent connection and knowledgeable understanding they feel 

between themselves and the subjects of the photographs. Photographer and lecturer

Shawn Michelle Smith concurs, and recognises the significance of understanding 

photography through feeling and an embodied viewing experience, rooting her idea in

Roland Barthes’s Camera Lucida: ‘A critical contemplation of photography – noticing, 

observing, thinking – begins only after feeling.’5 The emotional response is thus honed 

by Davidson through the formal elements of his photograph.

Rather than an emphasis on youth, Davidson’s photographs in Scotland centre around the

tensions between country, city, age, gender and class. His photographs in Scotland tell a

story of Scottish identity. Using the same formal techniques as described above, the viewer

is given a window into the lives of the Scottish people he depicts.

Through his depictions of women, Davidson’s series elicits numerous notions of Scottish

femininity of the 1960s. Post-Second World War femininity in Scotland had, at long last,

shifted away from the First World War mentality of pitying or frowning upon working women,

let alone working mothers, and towards a de-stigmatisation of the working mother. Now,

women who held jobs during the war kept their positions post-war, and the introduction 

of the Welfare State made it easier for working-class women and mothers to secure 

employment.6
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Davidson spent his first full year with Magnum, 1959, on the streets of New York City 

following around a gang called the Jokers, capturing their most intimate and violent 

moments. The images were later printed as a series titled ‘Brooklyn Gang’ which is, to this

day, one of Davidson’s most famous sets of photographs. Davidson attempted to explore 

a candid, documentary form of photography that embodied the daily life of this gang, 

humanising and understanding the individuals who comprised it. Shot in black-and-white

film, the series is visually similar to ‘England/Scotland’ in the personal nature of the images.

After this intensive year, Queen Magazine’s commission was a welcome change in 

Davidson’s day-to-day life. In the autumn of 1960, he embarked on a two-month-long 

journey of daily exploration of the UK.

On his arrival, he first spent a few weeks photographing London, and then continued to the

South Coast, Yorkshire, and finally to Scotland. Davidson concentrated on city versus country

life, shifting social attitudes to class and custom, and the emerging youth culture within 

London and the UK.2 The photographs were published on 12 April 1961 as ‘Seeing Ourselves

as an American Sees Us: A Picture Essay on Britain’.

Davidson immediately was able to sense, and then capture, the mood and atmosphere of

the UK that British people themselves did not notice at the time. He says of this work: ‘It all

had a kind of mood. This was the last remnant of an England that was vanishing into other

things like the Beatles or modernisation of some kind.’3

This explains Davidson’s immediate affinity towards the burgeoning youth culture of the

London streets. On the brink of the cultural revolution of the 1960s, Davidson picked up on

this new type of teenager emerging in London who embodied modernisation and a new era

of culture. For example, perhaps his most famous photograph of the series depicts a young

girl carrying a kitten and a rolled-up duvet slung over her shoulder. She is edgy and cool –

her blunt short haircut and dark eye makeup mark the signs of a rebellious youth living on

the street. The harsh light from a London streetlamp illuminates her features and gaze; on

this muggy evening, she appears simultaneously disinterested but like she has a plan. 

This photograph embodies Davidson’s style with an emphasis on light and telling personal

stories. Davidson writes of the image: 
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Opposite:
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Davidson’s depictions of Scottish women certainly play with this relationship with work and

also with themes of older age – a shift away from the youth culture on the London streets.

Figure 2 in particular depicts an older woman, whose occupation and motivation is uncertain.

The viewer is confronted with a woman in transit. Her walk is intentional, yet her gaze 

is down, not confronting Davidson’s camera. Her downward glace, which would typically 

convey a shy acknowledgement of the camera, is here conveying focus and strength. The

woman in this photograph exudes diligence – she has somewhere to be and something 

to do. A closer look reveals that she could in fact be in uniform and perhaps at work; the

parcels in her hands suggest a position within the postal service, yet another post-war role

women fulfilled. 

Davidson similarly captures this distinct relationship with work and age in figure 3, which 

depicts women within the fishing industry. The photograph shows three older women 

working next to a trough of fish. They are surrounded by buckets and ropes, and stand next

to the sea or dock. Their backs are turned away from the camera, fully engrossed in their

work. The viewer’s eye tracks the multiple planes of this photograph – from the buckets in

the foreground, up to the women standing and working, to the large fishing boat towering

over these women, and the hills dotted with cottages in the background.

This image emphasises the change in attitudes towards working women, but also hark back

to the history of fisherwomen in Scotland. Davidson successfully captures the essence and

being of these women through these photographs in their place of work and the sense of

agency they hold. 

Davidson’s depictions of Scottish working women all have a number of elements in common.

They exude concentration, determination and strength. They all have a serious look on their

faces, and are in action or motion. Their hands are all engaged and closely linked with their

work. Their clothing reflects the hard work they are doing and the grittiness of their day-to-

day life. Davidson photographs these women in a moment where, while they may be aware

of the camera’s presence, it is not their focus; they are fully engrossed in their work.

As an American in Scotland, Davidson’s camera placed him in a unique position to weave 

a story of Scottish identity. By traveling to Scotland and capturing its people from the 

perspective of an outsider, was Davidson able to successfully tell the honest story of 

Scottish femininity and identity? This also calls into question Davidson’s posturing: does

Davidson’s camera place him in the position of a voyeur? Are his photographs appropriation

instead of an objective homage? It is precisely his position as an outsider that gives him the

Land of the Free, Scotland the Brave:
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framework to paint a portrait from the ‘outside in’. While this can often be interpreted as an

inherent ‘othering’, Davidson’s photographs do not suggest a ‘looking down upon’; instead,

they suggest a ‘looking into’. It is also clear, through formal interpretation, that he is not 

attempting to negatively comment on the Scottish way of life – instead, the opposite. His

photographs successfully picked up on the stoic and strong nature of Scottish identity that

perhaps was not always felt or recognised in the 1960s ideals of femininity.

Davidson’s images of Scotland are raw and real in a beautiful and dignified way. The viewer

is not seeing the glitzy, shiny streets of London; instead, they are faced with ruralness, with

an emphasis on work and duty – and the people whom he depicts are proud. Davidson even

reflects on his early work: ‘Basically, I am a kid with a camera. That was the best part of me.

When I was young, I was so focused on where I was going and what I was doing. The search

finds you if you stay open and observe what is going on.’7 Davidson’s openness and 

observations prove he was not interested in capturing an ideal moment – he also was not 

interested in taking photographs that were somehow untrue to their experiences. Instead, 

he made an earnest attempt to capture a portrait of working-class Scottish life.

This series is still a wildly popular set of Davidson photographs. They were exhibited in early

2020 at Huxley-Parlour Gallery in London, are frequently part of exhibitions at the Barbican,

and appear in the Guardian and arts publications every year. Davidson’s photographs –

whether they be of Scottish women, youth on the streets of London, or a rambunctious 

New York gang – leave the viewer with a lasting impression of closeness, a sense of who

their subjects are and what they are about.
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(Kinghorn, Scotland).2 All three had independent means – key, in terms of privilege, in making

their endeavours possible. Whilst Shaw and Donaldson had family inheritances, Banks was

an art teacher at a private school, setting up her own photography studio in Edinburgh in

1935.3 This allowed the women a continuing, independent freedom of movement which 

was unusual, even for middle- or upper-class women, under the prevailing feminine ideals

of family and home. M.E.M. Donaldson left England to build her own home on the 

Ardnamurchan peninsula in 1927; Margaret Fay Shaw, an American, moved from New York 

to live with the sisters Pèigi (1874–1969] and Màiri MacRae (1883–1972) for six years at their

croft at North Glendale, South Uist from 1929 to 1935; Banks made a substantial tour of the

Scottish Highlands and islands at a point during the 1920s to 1930s. Whilst Banks had 

studied at Edinburgh College of Art, Donaldson and Shaw were self-taught in photography. 

Unlike their filmmaking contemporaries such as Mary Field (1896–1968), Evelyn Spice Cherry

(1904–1990) or Kay Mander (1915–2013) who co-produced and collaborated on films for 

governmental agencies or production companies, neither Donaldson, Banks nor Shaw

worked within an institutional system. Photography was not their only pursuit. Donaldson 

was an author, with the primary purpose of her photographs being to illustrate her own

walks and travels for her books, in particular Wanderings in the Western Highlands and 

Islands (Paisley: Alexander Gardner, 1921) and Further Wanderings, Mainly in Argyll (Paisley:

Alexander Gardner, 1926). Hugh Cheape makes the point in his 2006 essay on Donaldson 

in this journal that her books were for a predominantly urban audience.4 Margaret Fay Shaw

had moved to South Uist to hear the authentic Gaelic singers at source, transcribing the

music and words of the small community she lived in. She used photography and film to 

further document their lives. Banks’s motivations remain unrecorded. It is only happenstance

that an antiques dealer found her albums of travels including Barra, North and South Uist

and Harris in the bottom drawer of a dresser for sale.5 However, from a photocopy of two

original photograph postcards in the Eigg History Society collection, I have been able to

slowly track and purchase a further ten of her original photograph postcards via eBay, 

providing evidence that she used her work commercially. 

When seen in full panorama, the women recorded the lives of small Highlands and Islands

communities, events, nature and landscape, places of archaeological note, historic moments

and moreover, a changing Scotland in its shift from traditional ways of life to modernity. 

As an example of an overlap, both Shaw and Banks made separate studies of Highland

Games on South Uist and Barra respectively.6 Each photographer positioned herself behind

the seated judges, who look towards a low stage, with individual male performers playing

the bagpipes. In both photographs, the audience is in the distance, lining the perimeters of

the show area, with a very low, undulating hill forming the horizon lines. The caption for

Banks’s photograph notes ‘Details of Barra Games, Compton Mackenzie judging’. He sits 

in between two men in caps, with the back of his kilt folded neatly over the low bench. 
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Overlap: subject, location and theme

What methods can be used to define early 20th-century women photographers’ unique

‘ways of seeing’ rural Highlands and Islands Scotland through the camera lens? This paper

seeks to establish comparisons through the ‘overlap’, a technique which has stemmed from

an ongoing period of archival research, traversing multiple archives to map a wider context. 

I began to see examples where different photographers have separately photographed the

same subject, landmark, theme, landscape, event or even people. This allowed for a method

of close comparison, therefore analysis of differences, or similarities, in framing, composition

or intention. 

Whilst my ongoing research is centred on 13 early 20th-century women social documentary

photographers and filmmakers in Scotland, in particular I will make reference to Mary Ethel

Muir Donaldson (1876–1958), Violet Banks (1886–1985) and Margaret Fay Shaw (1903–2004).

(For more on the photography of Margaret Fay Shaw, see Lily Barnes’s paper, pp.16-29 of

this issue.) I will identify instances where their work ‘overlaps’ with each other’s, with their

male peers’, or with the photography of the islanders themselves, in order to further assess

the distinctiveness of ‘gaze’ from a perspective of gender and class. 

These women are not grouped together, like eggs in a nest, purely because of their biological

gender. All three were white. Their photographic work overlaps in the 1920s and 1930s 

(Donaldson, as the oldest in the group, was active from 1900s). They were recording rural

communities at a time when there was much interest in the subject. Contemporary examples

of similar activity include the Farm Security Administration established in 1937 to record the

rural poverty in USA, or the anthropological research of Zora Neale Hurston (1891–1960).

Hurston returned to her hometown of Eatonville, Florida, to record friends and neighbours,

their stories providing a rich cultural history of this community of Black Americans as 

detailed in her 1935 book Mules and Men.1 Neither Donaldson, Shaw nor Banks were 

native to the rural communities they photographed, with only Banks being Scottish by birth
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in Scotland
Jenny Brownrigg 

Exhibitions Director, 

The Glasgow School of Art
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Western Isles in 1912, as the travelling organiser of the Highland Home Industries Board, in

order to find craft work for its Scottish showcase. In her travel diary, after a rough sea 

crossing to Eriskay, Burton MacKenzie describes the Post Office as a ‘wee thatched hoosie’,8

and photographs it square on, with a young man in a suit standing in front of its whitewashed

walls. The accompanying photograph caption in the published diaries reads: ‘The beautifully

dressed youth near the door must be a Stranger from the South’.9 The date of Burton

MacKenzie’s photograph, 1912, establishes that the blackhouse had been operating as 

a Post Office, with its telegraph pole apparent, for at least ten or more years before Banks 

and Shaw photographed it. 

Overlap: Isle of Eigg

Both Donaldson and Banks photographed key landmarks on Eigg, in particular An Sgùrr, 

the distinctive pitchstone outcrop, as well as significant historic locations like Massacre 

and Cathedral Caves. Both Donaldson and Banks also separately photographed the loch 

to be found en route to the Sgùrr, known as Loch nam Ban Mora – Loch of the Big Women –

where myth has it that the submerged causeway to the crannog in the middle could only 

have been forged by a race of women of ‘supernatural proportions’.10 Banks shows the

crannog, and full view of the loch, whilst Donaldson – for whom walking the landscape was

an embodied experience, bringing her closer to her maker – hints at the route, skirting round

the loch, to carry on the journey. 
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Overlap: island Post and Telegraph Office

Both Shaw and Banks separately photographed the same Post and Telegraph Office on the

Hebridean island of Eriskay (figures 1 and 2). Their interest in this particular building remains

unrecorded. Whilst Shaw was living on the neighbouring island of South Uist at the time, for

Banks her stop on Eriskay would likely have been part of a wider independent tour as she

documented life on the Hebrides. 

Why did they choose to document this island post office? Perhaps the two women 

photographers saw it as representing one of the ways in which modernism had begun to 

infiltrate the traditions of Highlands and Islands life. The functions of post and telegraph 

office had been grafted, like a strange hybrid, onto a thatched, traditional blackhouse. 

Shaw has taken a series of three photographs of the building, with life and the seasons 

circumnavigating it. These are held by the National Trust for Scotland at Canna House,

Shaw’s home. Shaw noted on a duplicate of one of these photographs, held in the 

Isabel F. Grant Photographic Collection at Edinburgh Central Library, that the Post Office 

was one of a series of ‘slightly scattered houses’.7 Meanwhile, in her composition, Banks (who

also has a smaller number of her photographs in the Isabel F. Grant Collection) sets her 

camera slightly further away and to the right of the Post Office, below the small rise of scrub

ground it sits upon. Her photograph, View of Thatched Cottages, Telegraph Office (c.1920s),

which can be found in the collections of Historic Environment Scotland, captures the building

in the middle distance. She chooses to show the telegraph wires shooting out from the

poles and rising upwards to the top left of frame. Intriguingly, they are not the only women

to photograph this island post office. Isabell Burton MacKenzie (1872–1958) was sent to the

Above:
Figure 2: 
Violet Banks, 
View of Thatched Cottages,
Telegraph Office, 
c.1920–1930s, 
Violet Banks Collection
DP050868. 
Courtesy 
Historic Environment
Scotland Collections
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Above:
Figure 1: 
Margaret Fay Shaw, 
The Post Office, 
Èirisgeigh (Eriskay), 
1930–33, 
Canna House 
2019.10138. 
© National Trust for 
Scotland
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Overlap: Mingulay 

Margaret Fay Shaw visited St Kilda 

in the final months before the island

was evacuated. As she explains 

in her typescript, St Kilda, 1930 – 

The Last Summer, Shaw had learnt

by chance that the McCallum, 

Orme & Co. ship Hebrides was 

calling in at Lochmaddy, taking 

passengers and cargo to St Kilda for

£3 10s passage.18 A set of collectable 

souvenir cards in Canna House’s collection epitomise the ‘tourist gaze’, showing the 

museumification of St Kilda, as passengers scrutinise a woman at her spinning wheel on the

street. The St Kildans’ way of life had become a ‘curiosity’. Shaw hints at this intrusion in the

same typescript: ‘On the 29th of August the St Kildans left their island. It was said they were

defeated by Nature, but she was not wholly to blame.’ She concentrates on the distinctive

land forms and architecture, photographing Hirta and Soay from the sea, as well as framing

the line of houses in Village Bay from a respectful distance, from a high position looking

down over the cleits that form navigation points across this landscape. 
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Overlap: Donaldson’s home, Sanna Bheag 

In her book Further Wanderings, Mainly in Argyll, M.E.M. Donaldson writes that the approach

and view of Sanna, on the Ardnamurchan peninsula, ‘bursts upon you with a splendor that is

almost overwhelming’.11 Donaldson was to build and settle in Sanna in 1927, living there for

20 years until a fire damaged the property. Inverness Museum and Art Gallery holds a series

of photographs of Sanna Bheag (Small Sanna) being built (figure 3). It is clear in Donaldson’s

unpublished manuscript of her autobiography A Pebble on the Beach,12 that the house, 

Sanna Bheag, was a joint design project taken on by both Donaldson and her companion,

the illustrator Isabel Bonus (1875–1941), stating ‘The friends had determined that it 

[the house] should offer no affront to the landscape.’ The choice of wording in ‘affront’ 

reflects Donaldson’s position on the modern houses that she saw creeping into the Highland

landscape – ‘I have not ceased to deplore the ever-increasing examples of bad manners 

in building that are disfiguring the length and breadth of the Highlands’.13

Their main aim was that the architecture would be sympathetic to the local vernacular,

whilst being adapted to ‘modern needs’. To achieve this they wished to demonstrate 

‘how unnecessary it was to import any alien and ugly material or fashions to procure such

requirements’.14 From an article Donaldson wrote in Country Life, materials included the local

stone, ‘a beautiful blue granite … blasted with gelignite’ and a thatch, partly crafted from

nearby heather.15 Having been featured in Country Life, and, I believe, later satirised by

Compton Mackenzie, as The House of Two Hearts in his 1946 novel Hunting the Fairies,16

one wonders if Sanna Bheag, somewhat like the Post and Telegraph Office on Eriskay, 

became a known place to visit. A caption slip accompanying a photograph of Sanna Bheag,

held in the National Library of Scotland, reads: ‘A plaque fastened to the wall at one end of

the house bore the words “M.E.M. Donaldson, Author, in 1927 built this house, to show others

how the beauty of the old Highland fashion and its fitness in this scenery, can consort with

every comfort needful in these days”.’17 The very fact of a plaque, and ‘to show others’, 

suggests the audience for Sanna Bheag was wider than the neighbouring community. 

The discovery of Violet Banks’s photograph from one of her photograph albums held at 

Historic Environment Scotland (figure 4) was the first physical evidence I found that one 

of the women photographers knew of one of the others, with Banks’s gaze falling on 

Donaldson’s home. Her typed caption in her album reads: ‘Views at Ardnamurchan. House 

at Sanna built by M.E.M. Donaldson’. Banks also photographs ‘The shore at Sanna and 

Sanna Village’. 

Overlaps: 
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Above:
Figure 3: 
M.E.M. Donaldson 
standing outside 
Sanna Bheag, 
c.1927–47, 
M.E.M. Donaldson 
Collection, 
Inverness Museum 
and Art Gallery. 
High Life Highland

Right:
Figure 4: 
Violet Banks, 
House at Sanna built by
M.E.M. Donaldson, 
c.1920s, 
HES PA23815/4. 
© Historic Environment
Scotland Collections
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Shaw visited Mingulay, with its own deserted Village Bay, in May 1931, returning in 1932, 

1933 and 1934. Her first visit occurred nine months after she had witnessed the last summer 

of St Kilda. Mingulay had been uninhabited since 1912, but latterly was run as a sheep farm

by the island’s owner John Russell. She spent two weeks there, helping to cook as well as

filming and photographing the shepherds, cliffs, birds and the island itself. An emotive excerpt

from Shaw’s diary, dated 10 May 1931, captures the atmosphere of this evacuated island: 

I wander away to the deserted village – to look for cairns and fields and

feel again that strange sorrow that can only be found here – the green

sea rolling in across the sands, the gulls and oyster catchers screaming –

running at the edge of the foam. The nettles growing thick and fast – 

the wild iris leaves and in the dips of the little streams, primroses – that 

little mound of graves – with crude stones and wretched remnant crosses

barren, crumbling – not a name to be found – and not a roof on the

houses rapidly filling with sand.19

A corresponding photograph to this diary entry encourages the gaze to track along the low

bank of a stream, leading to four small crosses, marking the edge of the sand dunes and the

sea beyond (figure 5).

Robert Moyes Adam (1885–1967), whose work is in the St Andrews University Library’s 

Special Collections, was a botanical illustrator from Edinburgh. He visited Mingulay both 

before and after its evacuation, with short one-week visits in June 1905 and 1922. The 

majority of photographs from his 1905 visit relate to ornithology and botany – to be expected

given his training. A small number of the photographs show Village Bay and some of its 

inhabitants, including a group of children and a peat cutter. When looking at his 1922 

photographs, there is no trace of sentimentality in his work. It would be unfair to expect the

same emotional response that Shaw had when on Mingulay, given it had been a decade

since the islanders left. Moyes Adam’s camera is very much led by a botanist’s eye. He 

captures streamside vegetation, peers into rock pools, photographs rock plants and cliff

flora. In his own photograph of Village Bay, his position is further to its edge, on the sand

dunes, looking at the ‘marram grass, sea holly, [and] wild carrots’ (figure 6).

Overlaps: 
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Above:
Figure 5: 
Margaret Fay Shaw, 
Ruined buildings at the
village beside the sandy
beach at the bay on 
Miughalaigh (Mingulay),
1931–34, 
Canna House 
2018.16266. 
© National Trust for 
Scotland

Right:
Figure 6: 
Robert Moyes Adam, 
Village Bay, Mingulay,
1922, 
ID: RMA-H-1083. 
Courtesy of the 
University of St Andrews
Libraries and Museums
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Overlap: Miss Mary Smith and Angus John Campbell

This overlap sees two photographers, in this case Werner Kissling (1895–1988) and Shaw,

photograph the same islanders – Miss Mary Smith and Angus John Campbell, of North 

Glendale, South Uist. In his 1936 photograph, Kissling evenly balances two of North 

Glendale’s blackhouses, to the left of frame, with two islanders, Smith and Campbell, 

in profile to the right (figure 7). Whilst the photograph caption names the islanders, the 

emphasis is equally on the vernacular of the architecture. He took his photograph a year

after the six years that Shaw had spent living in North Glendale, before her marriage to 

John Lorne Campbell and their move to Barra. In her portrait of Miss Mary Smith, Shaw 

foregrounds Miss Smith and seems to delight in the contrasting patterns – the stones on 

the curving wall, the markings on the cat and the flowers on Miss Smith’s apron (figure 8).

Furthermore, in her 1955 book Folksongs and Folklore of South Uist, Shaw transcribed a 

number of songs sung by Miss Smith, noting the tradition in Smith’s family of sharing 

knowledge, with both father and grandfather ‘giving’ ballads and songs to other folklorists.20

Michael Russell in his book on Werner Kissling’s photographs attributes Shaw’s knowledge

of Gaelic – ‘almost unique[ly] amongst photographers who worked in the Hebrides’ – 

as a way ‘to penetrate Hebridean culture more thoroughly and to get closer to the 

rhythms of place’.21

Again, tracing Angus John Campbell from his ‘islander’ representation in Kissling’s photograph,

this overlap is from one of many portraits that Margaret Fay Shaw took of her neighbour. 

In one photograph, she sits in close proximity across from him in a small boat and takes his

picture (figure 9). He stares off camera, in a moment of repose. The composition places him

firmly in the centre, with the glimpse of land behind, lying low. As with Miss Smith’s portrait,

the ratio between environment and subject, in comparison to Kissling’s, has been flipped

with the main focus the person. The series of portraits Shaw makes of Campbell over the

years she was in North Glendale give a detailed study of him as a crofter and fisherman. 

In Folksongs and Folklore of South Uist, Shaw names him, his brother Roderick and father 

Ian as three of four bards living in Glendale: ‘The Campbell men were gifted in composing

and they had amazing memories. They were not only familiar with the great Gaelic poetry of

the 18th century but could recite and sing much of it.’22 This additional knowledge Shaw has

of Campbell, and his standing, begins to offer a very different portrait from Kissling’s. He is

portrayed as his own man and very much in charge of his environment.
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Brian Winston, in The Documentary Film Book, refers to the ethics of the relationship 

between subject and object, and the representation of the ‘native’ as in a ‘Griersonian victim

documentary’.23 In particular he coins this phrase, citing the subjects as often not giving their

permission, nor understanding what their contribution was or what would occur from the 

exposure of their lives to a wider audience. Shaw’s approach, where she fastidiously credits

in her book Folksongs and Folklore of South Uist who sang the songs as she transcribed them,

and often whom they had learned the songs from, allows for the ownership to remain firmly

with North Glendale. 

Overlaps: 
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Above left:
Figure 7: 
Werner Kissling, 
Dwelling-Houses, 
Leth Mheadhoinneach
Boisdale, South Uist, 
1936. 
The photo shows 
Mary Smith’s House with
Mary Smith and Angus
John Campbell in the
foreground. 
© Kissling Collection,
Scottish Studies Archives

Above right:
Figure 8: 
Margaret Fay Shaw, 
Màiri Smith (Mary Smith)
sitting on a rock next to 
a stone building on 
Uibhist a Deas (South Uist),
with a cat on her lap,
1929–34, 
Canna House 
2016.1910. 
© National Trust for 
Scotland

Right:
Figure 9: 
Margaret Fay Shaw,
Angus John Campbell 
sitting on a small boat 
off the coast of 
Uibhist a Deas (South Uist),
c.1931, 
Canna House, 
2018.10331. 
© National Trust for 
Scotland
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Overlap: Islanders’ own photographs

Eigg HIstory Society’s Ishbel Anderson Collection affords an important final overlap. 

This time, the same islander, Ishbel MacQuarrie, is seen as part of a family photograph 

(figure 10), then from the National Museum of Scotland’s collection, as photographed by

M.E.M. Donaldson (figure 11). Donaldson’s photograph is captioned in John Telfer’s biography

on Donaldson as ‘taking the peats home’.24 The caption goes on to read, ‘the woman with a

white kerchief tied round her head is described as “the embodiment of good nature, health

and contentment”’. Eigg History Society’s archives, amassed from photographs held over

generations by islanders, is key in locating the voice of ‘the subject’. The photograph of 

Ishbel MacQuarrie here is to record her significance as a relative who is part of a family, 

not just as an example of island life. 

In this traversing of individual archives, the method of the overlap begins to connect the

gazes of early 20th-century women photographers in Scotland, showing the themes they

were drawn to, the ways in which their methods differed, between each other and male

peers, the relationship between photographer and subject and by turn how their images

were being used for an audience. It also begins to assess the nature of their multi-

dimensional gaze – shifting between familiar, ethnographic and touristic. This research 

is ongoing, working towards a survey exhibition Early 20th-Century Photographers and 

Filmmakers in Scotland, due to take place at the City Art Centre, Edinburgh from 

November 2022 to February 2023. 
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Above left:
Figure 10: 
Angus MacCormick 
and Ishbel MacQuarrie,
undated, 
Ishbel Anderson 
Collection. 
Photographic Archive, 
Comunn Eachdraidh Eige
Archive

Above right:
Figure 11: 
M.E.M. Donaldson, 
Taking the Peats Home,
c.1905. 
National Libraries 
Scotland
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Members of the Linked Ring and Photo-Secession used pictorial techniques, sometimes

manipulating negatives to produce work of great sensitivity and character. Visitors to the

Glasgow International Exhibition would be the first to see such work within the Fine Art 

section. There were many established women photographers within the group, including

Gertrude Käsebier (1852–1934; figure 2) and Eva Watson-Schütze (née Eva Lawrence 

Watson, 1867–1935). Both women were successful portrait photographers; Käsebier had 

a studio in New York while Watson-Schütze had a succession of studios in Atlantic City,

Philadelphia and Chicago. Both were also members of the Linked Ring. Alfred Stieglitz

summed up the importance of the Glasgow International Exhibition 1901 in Camera Notes,

January 1902:

Glasgow offered no prizes of any kind. The invitation to exhibit on equal

footing with painters, sculptors, architects was the sole honour sought 

by those loving their art. It was the first time in the history of Pictorial 

Photography that it found itself welcomed and officially recognised in 

the cathedral of Fine Art.

Hannah’s son Dan appears to be the first member of the family to have taken an interest in

photography and began by entering photographic competitions at the end of 1901. In 1902

he opened a photographic studio in Motherwell with help from his parents. Hannah’s first

recorded connection to photography came in 1904, when she won the first prize of £20 in

the International Kodak £1,000 Amateur Photography Competition, as reported in the 

Motherwell Times on Friday 5 August 1904:

Motherwell is getting famous in the photographic world, and this week

quite a shower of honours have [sic] been brought to our town by local

photographers. Mrs R. Dunlop, Myrtlebank, Motherwell, has secured 

first prize of £20 in the Kodak £1000 Amateur Photographic Competition 

(N. C. Film Competition, Class “A”); Mr James Dunlop Myrtlebank, secured

6th prize of £4, and Mr W. Mair Bishop, 4 Clyde Street, Motherwell, 

56th prize of £1 in the same competition. In the same competition 

(N. C. Film Competition, Class “C”) Mr John Dunlop, Myrtlebank, Wilson

Street, Motherwell, secured 16th prize of £1. In the Kodoid Plate (Class “A”)

Competition, Mrs R. Dunlop also secured 27th prize of £3. The competition,

it may be mentioned, was open to the whole world, and competitors 

were entered from all parts of Great Britain, America, Germany, Canada,

Switzerland, France, Austria, Russia, and indeed every part of the world,

and for Mrs Dunlop to secure first prize in such a competition is an honour

to be proud of. An exhibition of the pictures will be on view at the Kodak

Gallery, 40 Strand, London, W.C., commencing the first week in September.
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A photograph can sometimes reveal hidden histories and this

is the case with Child of the Ghetto (figure 1), a platinum print

by the amateur photographer Hannah Jane Dunlop, in the

Royal Photographic Society Collection which now resides 

at the Victoria and Albert Museum.

The story it reveals is of a world of photography in the first

decade of the 20th century, and how amateur photographer

Hannah Jane Dunlop for six short years truly punched above

her weight in both skill and ability. Hannah was part of a 

photographic group in Motherwell, whose work was inspired

by the Glasgow International Exhibition of 1901, where for the

first time photography was exhibited as a Fine Art. Thirty-four

of the exhibitors were members of the Linked Ring, a group

formed in 1892 to actively promote new approaches to the

aesthetics of photography.

Hannah was born in Govan in 1859 and her profession is

recorded as dressmaker, at the time she married Robert

Dunlop, an iron worker, in 1881. They settled in Motherwell

and together they had seven children: five boys and two girls.

When the Glasgow International Exhibition opened in 1901 all her children were still living 

in the family home and it seems highly likely that they would have been among the 

ten-and-a-half million visitors to the exhibition. 

1901 was a critical time in the history of photography as there was a movement for greater

recognition and acceptance of photography as a fine art. James Craig Annan (1864–1946), 

a Scottish photographer and printer, was the convener of photography for the International

Exhibition. He was also a key member of the Linked Ring. Five hundred photographic works

from America, Austria, Belgium, England, France, Germany, India, Italy, Russia and Switzerland

were selected. The American selection was made by Alfred Stieglitz (1864–1946), another

Linked Ring member, and these photographs would later form the first exhibition of the

Photo-Secession at the National Arts Club, New York, in 1902.

Hannah Jane Dunlop (Mrs R. Dunlop) 1859 – 1922

Deborah Ireland 

Author and Curator

Above:

Figure 1: 

Hannah Dunlop 

(Mrs. R. Dunlop), 

Child of the Ghetto, 

platinum print, 

Royal Photographic 

Society Collection, 

acquired in 1933 

by F.J. Mortimer,

1/2/2673.D.21. 

Victoria and Albert 

Museum
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Opposite:
Figure 2: 
Gertrude Käsebier, 
The Manger, 
c.1900, 
photogravure, 
New York: 
Camera Club of New York. 
Library of Congress 
Prints and Photographs
Division
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The catalyst for the photographic activity in Motherwell was the Camera Club of the 

Young Men’s Institute (YMI), of which Hannah and her sons were members, and which 

by 1904 had a membership of 57. It was a very active club and had open competitions, with 

entrants from London, Shipley and Edinburgh. The practice of photographic competitions,

within camera clubs at this point was very important as it provided a form of exhibition 

and review across the United Kingdom. These were important venues for the judging and 

exhibition of photography. 

Hannah’s Child of the Ghetto is a good example of a popular photograph which toured 

the country. It attracted attention because it is an image where the negative has been 

manipulated before printing to give a more painterly appearance, very much like some of

the photographs which appeared in the 1901 Glasgow International Exhibition.

In December 1906 it was exhibited at Southampton Camera Club and won a Salver. 

On 2 February 1907 it was exhibited at Salisbury Camera Club and won a plaque. 

On 23 February it appeared at the Scottish National Salon; and later, on 22 March, it was 

exhibited in the Northern Photographic Exhibition held at the Walker Art Gallery, Liverpool.

The adoption of the term ‘Salon’ for review by photography groups at this point reflects 

the desire for greater artistic acceptance.

Hannah continued to exhibit until 1910. The last record of her work was in the Scottish 

National Salon which was reviewed in the British Journal of Photography on 4 February 1910: 

Mrs R. Dunlop, Motherwell has some delightful pictures of feminine

beauty: ‘The Ring’ a graceful picture of a lady earns its title from the 

attention the model is bestowing on a be-ringed finger. ‘Annie’ is a pretty

picture of a charming lassie; while in ‘Cherry Blossom’ Mrs Dunlop returns

to her first love – flowers – with good results and gives us a delicate 

rendering of these blooms. 

Hannah was a respected member of her community, and actively took part in supporting 

the work of the YMI. She was also a member of the Motherwell Association for Women’s 

Suffrage, a non-militant suffrage association founded in 1902.

Hannah Jane Dunlop 

Deborah Ireland 



Right:
Figure 1: 
Franki Raffles, 
contact sheet for
To Let You Understand …,
1988. 
© Franki Raffles Estate, 
all rights reserved. 
Image courtesy of 
University of 
St Andrews Library and 
Edinburgh Napier 
University
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Attending to the materiality of this collection is to a large extent faithful to Raffles’s own 

use and conception of photography. Rather than regarding prints as the final product of 

her work, Raffles’s photographic practices were often part of socially engaged projects. 

Accordingly, photographic prints for her were a means to an end rather than an end in itself.

Unlike market-oriented archives and gallerists that tend to foreground photographic prints

in their promotion of the posthumous recognition of photographers, the university-based

archive offers a space in which one is encouraged to approach this collection without 

reducing the work of Raffles to individual images.

An early project of Raffles’s, To Let You Understand ..., documented women’s working lives 

in Edinburgh in 1987 and consists of a variety of materials. Photographic material such as 

the contact sheet is often seen as supplementary to original prints; however, they have their

own value as material objects in this project that can be used to study Raffles’s photographic

practice. On a contact sheet showing a series of images she shot in the Royal Infirmary in

Edinburgh (figure 1), one image is highlighted by a red mark. It captures two women walking

through a corridor in the hospital, their white coats contrasting them from the shadowy 

hallway. This is valuable due to Raffles’s own markings, highlighting her selections for 

final images.
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Franki Raffles (b. Salford 1955; d. 1994) was an Edinburgh-based social documentary 

photographer active from the late 1970s to 1994 when she died at the age of 39. Best known

for the galvanising posters she made in 1991–92 for the Zero Tolerance campaign denouncing

violence against women and children, Raffles was dedicated to photographing women

throughout her career. The Franki Raffles Photography Collection holds photographic 

materials and manuscripts related to her career as a photographer. The collection contains

over 40,000 photographs that exist in a variety of physical manifestations. Raffles’s work 

in the collection is organised in accordance with the photographic projects and journeys 

she undertook.

After being brought together in 2013 by Alistair Scott who set up the Franki Raffles Archive,

the collection came to the Special Collections of the University of St Andrews in numerous

boxes, containing a wide range of materials: 35mm black-and-white negatives, colour slides,

contact sheets, posters, photo albums, diaries, mock-ups, magazines, newspaper cuttings,

etc. The diverse material manifestations of the photographs serve as a double-edged sword,

bringing both challenges and benefits to cataloguers and researchers.

One of the most prominent challenges facing the cataloguer of this collection is the tension

between photographs that Raffles selected, cropped, printed, published, and exhibited in

different ways, and the overwhelming number of negatives and slides which were never 

further processed by her. This challenging yet productive tension has implications for 

understanding her work today. On one level, the abundance of the images in the collection,

as well as the diversity of their material formats, enables a better understanding of the 

relatively small number of images that she selected to be exhibited or displayed in other ways.

On another level, photographs that were not printed by Raffles as well as non-photographic

material have been placed on an equal footing in the archive with those that were made into

individual prints. Each catalogued with a unique number, the items in this collection become

equally legitimate and available as an object of research both for assessing Raffles’s career

as a photographer and for interpreting specific projects in which she was involved.

Materiality in the Archive:  
The Franki Raffles Photography Collection
Lydia Heeley 

Curatorial Trainee, 

Wardlaw Museum 

Weitian Liu 

MA Student, 

University of St Andrews
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Opposite top:
Figure 2: 
Franki Raffles, 
Zero Tolerance poster,
1991–92. 
© Franki Raffles Estate, 
all rights reserved. 
Image courtesy of 
University of St Andrews
Library and 
Edinburgh Napier 
University, 
ID ms39039/1/10/2/17

Opposite below:
Figure 3: 
Franki Raffles, 
Zero Tolerance proof,
1991–92, 
© Franki Raffles Estate, 
all rights reserved. 
Image courtesy of 
University of St Andrews
Library and 
Edinburgh Napier 
University, 
ID 2014-4-ZT022
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Another image is marked by a red cross, depicting a woman in surgical scrubs next to a 

patient on a surgeon’s table. Raffles obviously singled out this image from others. However,

the photograph seems not to have been included in any publications or digitisation. It could

be that this image was never printed and remained unseen until examination in the archive.

Contact sheets in this context can provide a valuable insight into a photographer’s practice

and lead to reinterpretation. For example, the 2017 Glasgow School of Art exhibition of 

Raffles’s work included new prints made from the original negatives held in the archive.

These were chosen by looking through negatives and contact sheets, leading to a new 

perspective and audience for some of Raffles’s previously unseen work.

The archive holds material from the Zero Tolerance campaign (figure 2), including the 

original large-format negatives. A working print has Raffles’s handwriting, stating where to

crop the image and how to blend the black tones of the floorboards to complement the

bold graphic design of the campaign posters (figure 3). Technical information shows her 

engagement with the medium, as well as her concern for creating striking images for 

campaign material. The collection also has many manuscript materials such as reports 

and newspaper cuttings, as well as Raffles’s own notebooks for the project. This adds 

another element of materiality to the photographic archive, the supplementary material 

informing the photographic images created and displaying Raffles’s dedication to the 

campaign through the large variety of research material she collected. This material and 

the working prints exemplify her practice not only as a photographer, but as a campaigner

for women’s rights.

The collection placing photographic and non-photographic material on an equal footing

presents archival challenges in terms of organisation, and tensions between Raffles’s 

original intentions. However, with these examples, the benefits of the archive dealing 

with the materiality of the Raffles collection in this way become apparent. As a working 

collection, the material can be viewed in a similar way to Raffles’s own practice, gaining 

access to material beyond the final print. This materiality retained by the archive opens up

the collection in its entirety for the world to rediscover and reinterpret her work, which offers

a valuable contribution to Scottish social documentary and feminist photography.
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